








for the year ending
December 31, 1993
"Why, yes, I live in Goshen,
This little town
Of little streets and ways
And little folk and great.
I eat, sleep, work here,
But most of all I live,
And laugh and weep
And agonize and pray.
I dream in Greece and Rome
And try to bring my dreams to Goshen
And sometimes do but mostly fail.
But here I meet my friends,
My living, breathing fellows,
And we walk and think and do
And bless and hurt each other every day.
Here I see great men sometimes small,
And small men sometimes great,
And out of all of Goshen's ugliness,
Great beauty grow.
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From The Selectmen's Desk
1993 could best be described as one wild roller coaster ride that started in
March and hasn't ended yet! Much time was spent scrambling to catch up
on what had happened in 1992 and still keep 1993 moving along. Some
days I felt like a cat in a room full ofrocking chairs. We were able to get out
two tax billings this year and, happily, this saved the Town some money
on TANS interest.
In late May the Town, along with the Conservation Commission, applied
for and received a grant to expand the trail at Gunnison Lake which had
been started several years ago by the International Workcamp. The grant
allowed us to hire local young people through the N.H. Job Training
Council. We feel this was a positive program for the community at large as
well as for the youth involved, definitely a high point. We would like to
thank the Conservation Commission, especially Mark Burns, as well as the
youth involved for a great job!
We have dealt with several changes in town positions after receiving
resignations from Mr. Gonthier and Ms. Bruno. We have filled those
positions, as well as the position ofAdministrative Assistant. Ms. Pauline
Lafleur was hired and has turned out to be, not only a very competent
young lady, but a delightful and accomodating person to work with.
Without a doubt the most exciting thing that happened this year was the
purchase of the Pearson property. There was a lot of talk and telephone
calls all summer, so it was with joy and reliefthat we finally signed in the
fall. We will be looking for a group to explore with us the various




The State ofNew Hampshire
THE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 11:00 AM TO 7:30 PM TOWN
MEETING WILL BEGIN AT 7:30 PM
To the inhabitants ofthe Town ofGoshen in the County of Sullivan in the
State ofNew Hampshire, qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Goshen Town Hall in said Goshen
on Tuesday, the 8th day ofMarch next, at 11 of the clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the ensuing year.
2. To see if the Town is in favor of increasing the term of the Town
Highway Road Agent from one ( 1) year to two (2) years, beginning with the
term of each Town Highway Agent who shall be elected at next year's
regular Town Meeting or appointed by the Selectmen elected at said
meeting.
3. To receive the reports of the Town Officers of Goshen and take any
necessary action thereon.
4. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums




4140 Elections, Reg. & Vital Statistics 10,550
4150 Financial Administration 15,900
4153 Legal Expenses 5,000
4155 Personnel Administration 8,200
4191 Planning and Zoning 2,000
4194 General Government Bldg. 10,000
4195 Cemeteries 1,600
4196 Insurance 30,000
4197 Advertising & Regional Assoc. 690
4240 Building Inspection 500
4550 Library 3,800
4583 Patriotic Purposes 500
4619 Conservation Commission 350




5. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate $50,000 (fifty
thousand) for the purchase of Lot 85 on Map 209 at Rand Pond. Half ofthe
amount of$25,000 (twenty five thousand) to be funded by a grant from the
National Park Service. The remaining $25,000 (twenty five thousand) to
be raised by taxes. This is a "Special" Article. This appropriation is
recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote
required)
6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $800
(eight hundred) to cover the cost ofmarker posts, paint, and other material
needed to remark the towns boundaries and to provide token compensa-
tion for the perambulation ofeach line. This will be a non-lapsing account
per RSA 32:3, VI and will not lapse until the lines are completed or in five
years whichever is less. This appropriation is recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote required) Note: The
maximum time is 5 years. Can be amended to less.
7. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate the sum of $825 (eight
hundred and twenty five) to update the town's Tax Maps and to withdraw
that amount from the Tax Map Capital Reserve. This article is recom-
mended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote
required)
8. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the following sums






4290 Emergency Management 450
Total $29,400
9. To see if the Town will vote to establish an Expendable Trust Fund
under the provisions of RSA 31:19-a for the purpose of Personal Fire-
fighters Equipment and to raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000 (one
thousand) to be placed in this fund and to designate the Fire Chief and
Selectmen as agents to expend. This appropriation is recommended by the
Selectmen and Budget Committee, (majority vote required)
10. To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the purpose ofa Fire Truck and to raise and
appropriate the sum of$5,000 (five thousand) to be placed in said fund; and
to designate the Fire Chief and the Selectmen as agents to expend. This
appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget
Committee.(majority vote required)
11. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum ofup to
$5,000 (five thousand) to be added to the Police Cruiser Capital Reserve
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established in 1978 and to authorize the transfer of such amount from the
December 31, 1993 fund balance for this purpose. This appropriation is
recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote
required)
12. To see if the Town will vote to appoint the Selectmen and Officer in
Charge of the Goshen Police Department as agents to expend the Police
Cruiser Capital Reserve.
13. To see what sums the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for
Highways and Streets:
Selectmen Budget Committee
Account No. Recommendation Recommendation
4312 Highway & Streets $59,570 $55,500
4313 Bridges 400 400
4316 Street Lighting 160 160
Highway Block Grant 19,270 19,270
Total $79,400 $75,330
14. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate up to $7,500 (seventy
five hundred) for the purchase ofa winter truck with plow, and to authorize
the withdrawal ofsaid sum from the Highway Truck Capital Reserve. This
appropriation is not recommended by the Budget Committee. This appro-
priation is recommended by the Selectmen, (majority vote required)
15. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate a sum not to exceed
$16,000 (sixteen thousand) for the purchase ofa heavy summer truck, and
to authorize the withdrawal of said sum from the Highway Truck Capital
Reserve. This appropriation is not recommended by the Budget Commit-
tee. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen, (majority vote
required)
16. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed $16,000 (sixteen thousand) for the purchase ofa used Grader. This
appropriation is not recommended by the Budget Committee. This appro-
priation is recommended by the Selectmen, (majority vote required)
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum not to
exceed $8,500 (eighty five hundred) for the purchase of a used Loader for
the Highway Department. This article is not recommended by the Budget
Committee. This article is recommended by the Selectmen, (majority vote
required)
18. To see if the Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve under the
provisions ofRSA 35:1 for the purpose ofHighway Heavy Equipment and
to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,000 (five thousand) to be placed in
said fund; and to designate the Selectmen as agents to expend. This
appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Commit-
tee, (majority vote required)
19. To see ifthe Town will vote to discontinue the Highway Truck Capital
Reserve established in 1990. Said fund with accumulated interest to date
of withdrawal, would be transferred to the general fund as revenue that
would offset appropriations made this meeting.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$11,250 (eleven thousand two hundred and fifty) to replace a bridge on
Ballpark Road. This appropriation is recommended by the Selectmen and
the Budget Committee, (majority vote required)
21. To see if the Town will vote to discontinue the Repair and Replace-
ment of Lear Hill Bridge Capital Reserve Fund. Said funds, with accumu-
lated interest to date of withdrawal to be transferred to the general fund
as revenue to offset appropriations at this meeting, (majority vote re-
quired)
22. To see ifthe Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of$ 1,000
(one thousand) to be added to the Construction and Reconstruction of
Bridges Capital Reserve established in 1992. This appropriation is recom-
mended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote
requried)
23. To see ifthe Town will vote to establish a Capital Reserve Fund under
the provisions of RSA 35:1 for the construction and reconstruction of a
septic system, parking lots, ramps and all other items necessary to provide
handicap access to the Town Hall and those buildings which have the
capacity to be part ofa single system and to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000 (two thousand) to be placed in this fund and to designate the
Selectmen as agents to expend. This appropriation is recommended by the
Selectmen and the Budget Committee, (majority vote required)
24. To see ifthe Town will vote to allow the Selectmen to offer alternative
health benefit packages, for example dental or eye plans, beyond the
current Health/Accident Insurance now offered. Any plan would not
exceed the currently allowed plan.
25. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions ofRSA 202-A:4c
providing that any town may, at annual meeting, adopt an article autho-
rizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority the public
librarty trustees to apply for, accept and expend, without further action by
the town meeting unanticipated money from a state, federal, or other
governmental unit or private source which becomes available during the
fiscal year, (majority vote required)
26. To see ifthe Town will vote to adopt the provisions ofRSA 31:95-C to
restrict the revenues from transfer station user fees, both the decal permits
and the coupon fees, to expenditures ofthe transfer station beyond normal
maintenance. Such revenues and expenditures shall be accounted for in a
special revenue fund to be known as the Transfer Station Fund, separate
from the general fund. Any surplus in said fund shall not be deemed part
ofthe general fund accumulated surplus and shall be expended only after
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the vote by the legislative body to appropriate a specific amount from the
said fund for a specific purpose related to the transfer station, (majority
vote required)
27. To see if the Town will vote to accept the provisions of RSA 33:7
providing that the Town may. at an annual meeting, adopt an article
authorizing indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the
Selectmen to issue tax anticipation notes, (majority vote required)
28. To see ifthe Town will accept the provisions ofRSA 3 1:95-B providing
that a town, may at an annual meeting, adopt an article authorizing
indefinitely, until specific rescission of such authority, the Selectmen to
apply for, accept, and spend, without further action by the town meeting,
unanticipated money from a state, federal or other governmental unit or
a private source which becomes available during the fiscal year. This
authorization will remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the
municipal meeting, (majority vote required)
29. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of Selectmen to
accept gifts of personal property, other than cash, to the municipality for
any public purpose. This authorization in accordance with RSA 31:95-E
shall remain in effect until rescinded by a vote of the municipal meeting,
(majority vote required)
30. To take up any other business as may legally come before this
meeting.
Given under ourhands and seal, this day ofFebruary, in the year
































4130 Executive 'XS+St> 2-1407 2.ISOO Xl S<r-o —
4140 Elec, Reg., & Vilal Slal. 7£ (0O7 /osro ,'0 iT5 -
4150 Financial Administration /±-5o a IX7X/ /F7O0 / r; f —
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4153 Legal Expense ?.rr>r> //23G- «-t^ rrv /-i ->
4155 Personnel Administration X.'.-To % »fn —
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4194 Genera! Government Bldg /oooo <W76 /fl .~/>o /<? oco —
4195 Cemeteries J(,60 /4«o /<£<?o /6*0 —
4196 Insurance -$0 nr> r> 2<273& 3V> A" (1 p/i (" <*> —
4 197 Advertising and Reg. Assoc. 3"6^ 6<iO 4<?0 r&v'tf
Au0/7~ 50 — —
rT'HC >T/:jr AfJ-TT' &ooa 1/2/ — — —
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4210 Police iy.ua /ISOC /4oac /40«O —
4215 Ambulance 3/QO 3bA2 ?70t> ?70 —
4220 Fire SJOO ?376 11 a. so //-re —
4240 Building Inspection jro o 1&3 ZOO _sv>a -
4290 Emergency Management /oo *}-5° fjo —
4299 Other Public Safely <?// /}/)/s 123/0 Z.S/O —
HIGHWAYS AND STREETS
4312 Highways and Streets 4-^OQO qj5°* ff757a 5"5 -Too 4070
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SANITATION
4323 Solid Waste Collection (srfT'/C F£A s) 5° — 7foO 75O0 —
4324 Solid Waste Disposal {±0 <*<50 4 614 5 s-\-Oi>0£> 4-<36oo —
4326 Sewage Collection & Disposal — — —
T/T fe /?C*< OKilL ZOO O — — — —
f?K t yc Cf»6 /P>H/<-4/Ai6 Itit AS ">r 2°oo /503 COOO «,<3<3 t3 —
CAWO FM.L T&S7-/AJ& i'-Soo SAM 7300 73OO -
WATER DISTRIBUTION & TREATMENT
4332 Water Services




<jA_t.}/)(, ,,; ftay OcjT 7 soo 750Q — — —
P/CA150A1 pr o/>£/2T</ 35-WO 3 7-;c3 — — —
/l\B<~> T*"'*> C//v/€5
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44 11 HEALTH — — 3JTO ?TO —
4414 Pest Control — — —
4415 Health Agencies and Hospitals £P C :*t E/i, 300 500 J5C1 ^00 —
<=,0'/ tJAsl cou~Ti/ /rtoS/VcC asro £STO 25^ £0o —
LAt^S: SVM'Zn HVMl Htfil.7 H 2.2&0 Z.3<oO 3^72 247-Z —
MFCAIS OU WHIECS 2SO PSO 250 2!TO —
'\^/\\ WELFARE — — I0S0 /053 —
4442 Direct Assistance S'no'} -?ro r-S" -A-noO JInOO —
4444 Intergovernmental Well. Pay'ts. — — —
4445 Vendor Payments — _ —




































Sub-Totals (Irom page 2)
3a\2>(c0 30Q 75C 2?14>(pZ Z.7SS1 Z 4-070
CULTURE AND RECREATION
4520 Parks and Recrealion — — - — -
4550 Library 3 "3 » o ?»n fA 3f>r.rs 3" y <"i <-, -
4583 Palnolic Purposes 5" 500 C^OG 5 on —




4612 Purchase ol Nalural Resources /CyW ] f>< Ajfl - — 5"d<V>r-1 fa * r> —
4619 Olher Conservahon 3JO 3 5& 35-^1 250 —
47/2. TAX A1A? SOU rz? /i < ? 3^-5 —
qflT. wz/wTt'i rA'ufKif/niC;-- /?t\* Cfif /luS) — /'JO O — 7*roo
4t/z Sonne* txi/c/k (&;an c IP ^?SO - — /tnOOO — /£,oa
41/T T/HF- PF/T P£t5™/)<- rT«B ar CAP >B6-S — /«« / iT O —
sf<r/3 0/IUfMK R.O Br^iD&g - piso /f2$0 —
J 11 S Pie?. PtrOT TfMCK. CAf S6' — ZOtO 5oa —
/'i/5 fttr/z ns")C Socio 50,00 — —
'Yi'5 hnc->H(»*<\ muCK cr c>c > roo o fOO O — — —
DEBT SERVICE
4711 Princ. -Long Term Bonds & Notes
— — — — -
4721 Int Long Term Bonds S Notes
— _ — — —
4723 InteresI on TAN / $a a o 7?ir 7iTo 7so n —
-
CAPITAL OUTLAY
4901 Land and Improvements — — — — -
4902 Mach.. Veh . & Equip. &n^uvjt. <>% \a — — /fcOOO — / 6 1 f*j
LOf\or.-,-Z 05R.0 "P70O —jSJUUI
4909 Irnpruvomonts Othor Ihnn Birlys. —
UAJX'ifcO '/*f/**J r— JTC'O iz.q-'} — — —
F/CP, -?AOO Soqq — — —
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT ilA ,n,T Coo — —
4912 To Special Revenue Fund UPp*re - _ —
4913 To Capital Pro|ecls Fund - - - - -
4914 To Enterprise Fund fr*y.C/ <ii/£. -7.IZ-C J 757 — — -
1'/IS CesurrJRuttni'i.T -]QUUHfitC( ifin ry f/MicTal Hcfi p^rre. 200 O -20 6 O —
'I7/5 H'6H&*t/ H1i>o"/ gQdlP l At '!£$• - — fA&V. goo —
<vtis Bn.lO&ff cofjrr/tn.c6*iST c/n A US- ~ — /oan /aoo —
4915 To Capital Reserve Fund 1 'C>t/C L C OS,' r — — fj.i J c .1 —
4916 To Trust and Agency Funds
TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS mn^c j'3'A^7 450V ? 3 37ss •:-' ?zoio
Enrer in these columns the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which appear on the prior lax rale papers.
10% LIMITATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
(SEE RSA 32:18. 19 & 21)
Please disclose the following items (lo be excluded from the 10% calculation)
$ Recommended Amount of Collective Bargaining Cost Items. $ Amounl ol Mandatory Water & Waste
(RSA 32:19). Treatment Facililies. (RSA 32:21).
RSA 273-A:1,IV '"Cosl Hem' means any benelit acquired through collective bargaining whose implementation requires an appropriation by the
legislative body ol the public employer with which negotiations are being conducted."
Warrant Article »
* * Amounts Not Recommended by Selectmen *
'




























3 1 20 Land Use Change Taxes — — /50a /?<3<3
3180 Hesidenl Tanes S70 151 % -— —
3185 Yield Taxes ZOOO — 500 O S"ooo
3186 Payment in Lieu of Taxes — — — —
3189 Other Taxes (Specily Bank Slock Tax Ami )$ — — — —
3190 Interest & Penalties on Delinquent Taxes cjo Be o ^<3/74- *f-0 ^Ci 6 4-p 30a
Inventory Penalties — — — —
LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES
3210 Business Licenses and Permits ^006 — Z.5 ?5~
3220 Motor Vehicle Permit Fees l±560 O 5'1?7 £~/?6C 5/Saa
3230 Building Permits — 32-0 ?ro IS a
3290 Other Licenses, Permits & Fees 5?0O 2.<boo 1700 //JO
FROM FEDERAL GOVERNMENT
3319 Other RfllJD Pa 't &*-* **rf— — — Af<30 2$&o
FROM STATE
3351 Shared Revenue /<5<30 2 3 7^>i, XftdoO 26OO0
3353 Highway Block Grant /94t& /<?<?/£ /9270 /9Z7V
3354 Water Pollution Grants
3355 Housing and Community Development — - —
3356 Stale & Federal Forest Land Reimbursement T°° 70 9 y a 70
3357 Flood Control Reimbursement - /of? — —
3359 Other (Including Railroad Tax) _ —
FROM OTHER GOVERNMENT
3379 Intergovernmental Revenues — — — —
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
3401 Income trom Departments — ZJ15 /6O6 /oo <s
3409 Other Charges [//TfiC Sr/r-T/ST'CS £o& 339 Z°o j?<! cr
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
3501 Sale ol Municipal Properly Too 6° 7 — —
3502 Interest on Investments p^ficy/TS •2 e>o o -207Z 20 2«00
3509 Other [iKl' *JI}tift.SKMlA'TS 7<5aj/>J /fMt.c Too /BO SO SO
INTERFUND OPERATING TRANSFERS IN
3912 Special Revenue Fund Lift^ H-tU. H>fPGt I2Z3 9 IZ-Z3
r
f /Z^5° fzzsa
3913 Capital Projects Fund 7~AX MAP *oO — £2-C TfZ.5
3914 Enterprise Fund —
t=/lOM HlfiUlPftf T/.JCIC Cflf f-17-S — — 545oO —
3915 Capital Reserve Fund — — A 3 50 -
3916 Trust and Agency Funds f^a X <5 ^ O V& 2/Z-6 y.izio — —
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
3934 Proc. from Long Term Notes & Bonds — — — —
General Fund Balance
Unreserved Fund Balance
Fund Balance Voled From Surplus
Fund Balance to be Retained
Fund Balance Remaining lo Reduce Taxes
For Municipal Use
< $ > XXX XXX XXX XXX
< $ > — — -7000 7OOO
$ XXX XXX XXX XXX
$
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS IS2.U) lC/^37 7.36770 /?S'770
'Enter in this column the numbers which were revised and approved by DRA and which app
Total Appropriations
ear on the MS-4 form
37 5 ? £ "»
Less: Amount of Estimated Revenues, Exclusive of Property Taxes /??77 6
Amount of Taxes to be Raised (Exclusive of School and Countv Taxes) / fa o £- 2




On February 12, 1994, 1 completed the required audit oftown accounts for
the fiscal year ending 1993. Town Treasurer and Tax Collector accounts
were reviewed for accuracy and timely remittance ofall funds. Selectmen's
vouchers were verified against the treasurer's payments and payroll
vouchers were reviewed.
All accounts were found to be in compliance with state requirements and






COMPARATIVE STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATION AND EXPENDITURES 1993
TITLE OF AMOUNT EXPENDED BALANCE OVERDRAFTS
APPROPRIATION
TOWN OFFICER SALARIES 25400.00 23407.44 2042.56
TOWN OFFICER EXPENSES 12500.00 12721.42 221.42
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT 6000.00 3120.74 2879.86
ELECTION & REG EXP. 750.00 607.28 142.72
CEMETERIES 1600.00 1600.00
GEN GOV BUILDINGS 10000.00 6475.56 3524.44
LIBRARY 3800.00 3800.00
POLICE DEPT 12600.00 12806.30 206.30
FIRE DEPT 8300.00 8376.27 76.27
911 EMER MATERIALS 2810.00 2810.00
BUILDING INSPECTION 500.00 263.00 237.00
CIVIL DEFENSE 100.00 100.00
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE 40000.00
INCOME FORM FEMA 1049.00
TOTAL 41049.00 41508.21 459.21
BRIDGES 4000.00 43.91 3956.09
GEN HIGHWAY EXP 13000.00 14948.27 1948.27
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT 19416.00 19387.44 28.56
STREET LIGHTING 160.00 130.26 29.74
SOLID WASTE PROPOSAL 40000.00 46944.92 6944.92
TIRE REMOVAL 2000.00 2000.00
RECYCLING /BUILD WASTE 2000.00 1503.00 497.00
LANDFILL TESTING 5800.00 8142.90 2342.90
SEPTIC FEASIBILITY TEST 50.00 50.00
AMBULANCE 3100.00 3648.37 548.37
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SUL. COUNTY HOSPICE 250.00 250.00
LK SUNAPEE HOME HEALTH 2360.00 2360.00
SENIOR CENTER 300.00 300.00
MEALS ON WHEELS 250.00 250.00
DIRECT ASSISTANCE 8000.00 8085.14 85.14
CONSERVATION COMM 350.00 350.00
PLANNING AND ZONING 2000.00 517.71 1482.29
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY 2000.00 1520.50 479.50
LEGAL EXPENSES 2500.00 4336.30 1836.30
ADVERTISING & 564.00 690.00 126.00
REGIONAL ASSOC
TOWN AUDIT 500.00 500.00
INSURANCE 30000.00 28736.40 1263.60
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 500.00 500.00
INTEREST ON TAX 15000.00 9818.30 5181.70
ANTICIPATION NOTES
TAX MAP UPDATE 800.00 825.00 25.00
F.I.C.A. 7000.00 5099.43 1900.57
UNEMPLOYMENT 500.00 1249.11 749.11
PROFESSIONAL AUDIT 500.00 500.00
UPDATE
GUNNISON BROOK / FOXGLOVE 2126.00 1756.75 369.25
DEVELOPMENT ESCROW A/C
BUY OUT LEASE OF SANDER 7500.00 7500.00
TRUCK CAPITAL 5000.00 5000.00
RESERVE FUND
REAPPRAISAL CAPITAL 5000.00 5000.00
RESERVE FUND
PURCHASE /REPAIR/RECON 35000.00 37768.29 2768.29
PEARSON PROPERTY
TOTALS 341,936.00 334,158.22 777.78
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TOWN CLERK'S REPORT
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1993
RECEIPTS :
1993 Auto Permit Fees :
932 Registrations - $51,987.00
Dog Licenses :
65 Neutered/Spayed $ 265.00
8 Males - 51.00
3 Females 11.00
Penalties 10.00
Total Dog Licenses 337.00
Miscellaneous :
Certificates of Title $ 344.00
UCC Filings 349.00
Transfer Station Permits 373.00






Sale of "History of Goshen" 20.00
Sale of Checklists 30.00
Voter Registration Card 3.00




NSF Fee - 20.00
Dog Restraining Orders 50.00
Dredge and Fill Applications 10.00
Total Miscellaneous Receipts 2,761.58
TOTAL RECEIPTS $55,085.58
REMITTANCES TO TREASURER DURING 1993
Auto Permit Fees - — $51,987.00
Dog Licenses 337.00
Certificates of Title —
-
344.00
UCC Filings - — 349.00
Transfer Station Permits 373.00
Transfer Station Coupons 744.00
Copies - 113.58




Sale of "History of Goshen" 20.00
Sale of Checklists 30.00
Voter Registration Card 3.00
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NSF Fee - 20.00
Dog Restraining Orders 50.00
Dredge and Fill Applications 10.00



























































































$1,004,134.29 $895,862.23 $1,192.80 $865.74
DEBITS
SUMMARY OF TAX LIEN ACCOUNTS










































Received From Tax Collector:
Property Tax 1993 778,355.56
Property Tax Interest 1993 835.25
Property Tax 1992 700,667^95
Property Tax Interest 1992 8,786.89
Property Tax 1991 722.49
Property Tax Interest 1991 196.44
Property Tax 1990 757^76
Property Tax Interest 1990 77.98
Redemptions 1992 43 285.61
Redemptions Interest of Sales 1992 2^609.44
Redemptions 1991 49 476.65
Redemptions Interest of Sales 1991 10,352.39
Redemptions 1990 50 473.12
Redemptions Interest of Sales 190 17,316.20
Resident Tax 1992 1 370.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1992 ' 137^00
Resident Tax 1991 10.00
Resident Tax Penalty 1991 1*00
Overpayment 1993 806.53
Overpayment 1992 177.42
Overpayment 1991 132 87
N.S.F.s 20.00
TOTAL 1,666,568.55
Received From Town Clerk
Motor Vehicles 51 987.00
Titles 344.00
Transfer Station Permits 373.00




Filing Fees 4 00
Copies 1X3.58
Zoning Regulations 8.00
Town Report Sale 2.00
Sale of History of Goshen 20.00
Checklist 30.00
Overpayment 2.00
Dog Restraining Order and Fines 50.00
22
Dredge and Fill Application 10.00
Marriage Licenses 205.00
U.C.C.'s 349.00
Voter Reg. Card & Resident Card 3.00
N.S.F.'s 20.00
Dog Licnese Penalty 5.0
Research Mi&
TOTAL 55,085.58
Received From Selectmen 1993
Highway Block Grant 19,415.76
Damages Reimbursement 63.30
Income from Department 1,796.71
Forest Reimbursement 708.80
Rentals ofTown Hall 100.00
Junkyard Licenses 25.00
Pistol Permits 58.00
Storm Emergency Fund 904.00
Forest Fire Training 43.48
Fire Dept. Refund 76.27
Recycling Services 200.44
Sub-Divisions 96.45
Trust Fund (Bridge Repair & Replacement Fund) 24,478.42
Culverts Purchased 434.16







Passbook Savings Account SRSB
Balance on Hand 171/93 2,842.03
Interest Earned for Year 79.92
Balance on Hand 12/31/93 2,921.95
Reappraisal Fund
Passbook Savings Account SRSB
Balance on Hand 171/93 7,396.48
Interest Earned for Year 208.00
Balance on Hand 12/31/93 7,604.482
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Dump Closure Fund
Six Month Cert, of Deposit SRSB
Balance on Hand 1/1/93
Interest Earned for Year




Summary of General Funds Account:
Beginning Balance as of 1/1/93
Revenue from Tax Collector
Revenue from Town Clerk
Revenue from Selectment
Tax Anticipation Notes
Interest from Checking Account






















1947 At Corner School
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
1993
TOWN OFFICER'S SALARIES
Phyllis M. Baker -Town Clerk $10,898.58
Ruth N. LeClair -Selectman 1,910.98
Mary C. Walter -Selectman 1,693.01
John P. Hopkins- Selectman 508.54
Raymond R. Gonthier- Selectman 1,185.11
Leigh H. Williamson- Selectman 492.90
Deborah E. Stevens- Treasurer 2,019.65
John P. Hopkins- Health & Welfare Officer 646.44
Douglas J. 0'Clair- Ch. Zoning Board of Adjustment 369.40
Denise C. Cook- Ch. Planning Board 184.70
Gertrude Konrad- Ch. Planning Board 184.70
Ann L. 0'Clair- Ch. Trustee of Trust Funds 184.70
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Securtiy & Withholding 3,128.73
TOTAL $23,407.44
TOWN OFFICER 1 EXPENSES
Susie A. Reed- Deputy Town Clerk & Tax Collector $ 2,066.32
Launa M. Willey- Deputy Town Clerk & Tax Collector 976.42
Lynn S.Lambert- Clerical 427.50
Phyllis M. Baker- Clerical 384.64
Phyllis M. Baker- Expenses 346.98
Lynn S. Lambert- Expenses .98
John P. Hopkins- Expenses 132.66
Mary Walter- Expenses 87.79
Pauline LaFleur- Expenses 7.76
Stark & Son- Dog Tags 51.46
Sugar River Savings Bank- Safety Deposit Box 40.00
Valley Typewriter Service- Maintenance Contract 90.00
Harlan Noyes- Current Use Card 10.00
Micro Systems Management- Printer Cable & Surge Protector 39.00
McLean Hunter Market Reprts- Motor Vehicle Reference Books 142.00
State of New Hampshire- Water Testing at Rand Pond 16.00
Dennis Lumber & Supply- Fax 12.91
Treasurer, State of N.H.- Vital Statistic 14.00
Loring, Short & Harmon- Office Supplies 196.34
Butterworth Legal Publishers- RSA books 125.00
Ben Franklin Office Products- Office Supplies 200.28
Kimballs- Cabinet Doors 94.00
Postmaster- Stamps, Box Rent, Certified Mail 641.24
Stamped Envelope Agency- Stamped Envelopes 321.00
Argus-Champion- Ads 341.00
Eagle Times- Ads 235.12
Homestead Press- Reports, Vouchers 335.35
Letterman Press- Bills, town reports, building permits,
Licenses, Envelopes 2,216.25
Geiger Bros- Transfer Station Permits & Coupons 220.03
New England Telephone 460.71
AT & T 115.85
Phyllis M. Baker-Mortgagee Notices 417.98
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Wheeler & Clark - Dog Tags 73.94
Remarkable Products - Posters 17.95
Sullivan County Registry of Deeds- Transfers, Redemptions, Liens 466.19
Sullivan County Probate Court - Estates 7.00
New Hampshire Municipal Association-Dues, Books, Lectures,
Magazines, Workshops 675.00
New Hampshire Tax Collector's Association-Book, Workshop, Dues 42.00
New Hampshire Association of Assessing Officials- Dues 20.00
New Hampshire City & Town Clerk Association - Dues 20.00
Shaker Inn - Town Clerk Workshop 34.00
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank- Social Security & Withholding 598.77
TOTAL $12,721.42
ELECTION AND VITAL STATISTICS EXPENSES
Gerald H. Dickerman, Ch. Supervisor $ 65.00
Christine P. Smith, Supervisor 45.00
Daniel W. Hunter, Supervisor 65.00
Elaine F. Ayotte, Ballot Clerk 25.00
Arthur 6. Jillette, Moderator 46.17
Phyllis M. Baker- Checklists 23.09
Argus-Champion - Ads 31.00
Goshen Country Store - Lunches for Election Officials 29.02
Sunapee Mt. Grange - Dinners for Election Officials 72.00
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire - Marriage Licenses & copies 206.00
TOTAL $ 607.28
CEMETERIES
Goshen Cemetery Commission $ 1,600.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS
Corbett Oil Co., Inc.- Fuel for Highway Garage, Fire Station
and Town Hall $ 1,669.39
New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. 525.08
Public Service Co. of N. H. 2,701.07
New England Telephone 152.33
AT&T 283.05
Jack MacKenzie, Jr. - Pumping Holding Tank 360.00
Cheryl M. Warburton- Cleaning 46.41
Mary E. Hall- Cleaning 50.00
Phyllis M. Baker. - Cleaning 20.00
Mary C. Walter - Expenses 143.72
S & R Grocery - Cleaning Supplies 7.95
Dennis Lumber & Supply 97.97
John P. Hopkins-Furnace Repairs, Septic System Repair 405.00




Ann Mooney - Pickup appraisals $ 1,180.50
Harlan Noyes - Current Use Calculations 340.00
TOTAL $ 1,520.50
PLANNING & ZONING
Gertrude Konrad - Expenses $ 43.51
Patricia S. Stephan _ Expenses 40.45
Douglas J. O'Clair - Expenses 16.90
Registry of Deeds 28.00
Argus-Champion - Ads 162.75
Eagle Times - Ads 30.00
Leon H. Geil - Engineer 156.10
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning -Regulations 40.00
TOTAL $ 517.71
LEGAL EXPENSES
Upton, Sanders & Smith $ 50.00
Law Office of Laurence F. Gardner 3,836.30
Work & DiPadova- Mortgagee Search 450.00
TOTAL $ 4,336.30
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATION
Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission $ 690.00
POLICE DEPARTMENT
Jeri S. Bruno, Chief $ 1,842.87
Andre L. Gentes, Chief 330.61
David Fisher, Deputy 630.28
Christopher R. Gentes, Deputy 77.57
David B. Burnham, Deputy 29.09
New England Telephone 555.05
Fulton's - Cruiser Repairs 234.73
AT&T 55.00
R. E. Hinkley, Co., Inc.- Gas 27.49
R & R Communications, Inc. - Repairs to Radio 348.15
Rody's Gun Shop - 2 Ruger Pistols, Extra Magazines 443.10
Andre L. Gentes - Clothes & Handcuffs 270.95
Andre L. Gentes - Repairs to Cruiser 152.94
Andre L. Gentes - Ammo, Badge, Misc. 67.69
Town of Newport - 1992 Dispatch 3,626.83
Town of Newport - 1993 Dispatch 3,808.17




Newport Ambulance $ 3,648.37
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Goshen Fire Dept. $ 7,569.87
Arthur W. Nelson, Forest Warden - Forest Fires 86.96
R. E. Hinkley Co., Inc. - Gas 640.04
Frederick A. Farrar- Relay & Enclosure 76.27
Dennis Lumber & Supply 3.13
TOTAL $ 8,376.27
BUILDING INSPECTION
Sandy Stancil, Building Inspector $ 263.00
HIGHWAY MAINTENANCE
William S. Stevens, Road Agent $13,492.46
Richard A. Leslie - Helper 14,784.98
Maurice C Austin, Road Agent 4,838.38
Shawn Austin - Helper 30.01
Federal Surplus Property - Dodge Pickup Truck 2,000.00
R. E. Hinkley, Co. Inc. - Diesel 350.04
Dennis Lumber & Supply 50.08
Goshen Garage - Inspection 40.00
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank - Social Security & Withholding 5,922.26
TOTAL $41,508.21
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT
Ledgeland Sand & Gravel - Gravel $ 630.00
Bardon Flanders - Gravel 4,260.00
South Branch Construction - Gravel & Excavation 5,040.00
Newport Sand & Gravel - Gravel 73.70
L. E. Weed & Son - Gravel 2,827.63
United Construction - Crushed Asphalt & Rip Rap 842.65
N. H. Bituminous Co. 2,273.70
Burtco - Culverts 3,439.76
TOTAL $19,387.44
STREET LIGHTING
Public Service Company of N. H. $ 130.26
BRIDGES
L. E. Weed & Son - Repair Material $ 43.91
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HIGHWAY GENERAL EXPENSES
R. E. Hinkley Co. Inc. - Diesel & Gas
New England Telephone
E. W. Sleeper Co., Inc. -Sander Rental
E. W. Sleeper Co., Inc. - Parts
Donovan Spring Co.
R. C. Hazelton Co. - Blade Bolts & Edges
Corbett Oil Co. Inc.
Maurice C. Austin - Mileage
Richard A. Leslie - Mileage
Bond Auto - Parts
Grappone Industrial
Wirkkala Bros. - Repairs to Steamer
N. H. Electric Cooperative, Inc.
Ed's Equipment Service
R. N. Johnson, Inc.
New England Diesel Injection - Grader Repair
Dennis Lumber & Supply
Merriam-Graves Corp.- Rental Oxygen & Acetylene Tanks
Twin Ridge Polaris - Filter for Spreader
Nitt Co-op.
Seven Talcon, Inc.
R & L Auto Parts
Future Supply Co. - Cleaning Materials
Cheever Tire Service Inc.
Howard P. Fairfield Inc. - Grader Parts
AT&T
Deborah E. Stevens - First Aid Kit
Deborah E. Stevens - Repholster Truck Seat
Future Supply Corp. - Solvent
Newport Auto Electric - Rebuild Starter
LaValley Building Supply
South Branch Contruction - Loader Rental
Cargill Salt
Goshen Gargae - Inspection
Calsoda Corp. Calcium Chloride Flakes
Stone Vault









































Cartographic Associates, Inc. - Update Maps $ 825.00
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SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL
Ralph W. Gal pin, Attendant $ I'ill'll
Daniel W. Hunter, Attendant , n - * • * c ,' n 'n
Sullvian County Regional Refuse Disposal District- Fees
26,209.01
H. C. Gobin, Inc. -Roll Off Service & Container Rental f'JJo'co
Hoyt Trucking, Inc. - Tipping Fees
6,772 .53
Kerry A. Stevens - Loading Sheetrock into Dumpster
125. uu
Dennis Lumber & Supply _
° .49





H. C. Gobin, Inc. *
i' 503 ' 00
LAND FILL TESTING
Thermo Consulting Engineers $ ^n'nn
Normandeau Associates —/,jou.uu
TOTAL $
8 ' 142 ' 90
SULLIVAN COUNTY HOSPICE $
250.00
LAKE SUNAPEE VISITING NURSE $
2,360.00
NEWPORT SENIOR CENTER ., $
300 ' 00
MEALS ON WHEELS $
250.00
DIRECT ASSISTANCE
Public Service Company of N.H. $
1,
5w'Sl
New Hampshire Electric Cooperative, Inc. Sn nn
Peregrine Properties, Inc. cna a?




Limoges Oil Co. ^""j"
Goodrich Oil Co. i?c'nn
Corbett Oil Co., Inc. in 35
New England Telephone . Jn nn
Sugar River Savings Bank - Safety Deposit Box Ohm
TOTAL $
8 ' 085 - 14
30
INSURANCE
McCrillis & Eldredge $25,494.00
Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. 1,917.00
NHMA Insurance Trust 1.325.40
TOTAL $28,736.40
LIBRARY
Olive G. Pettis Library $ 3,800.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES
Goshen Cemetery Commission $ 500.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
North Country Rentals - Rental of Van $ 148.63
Jon Haslam - Gas for Van 26.00
Goshen Conservation Commission- Balance of 1993 Appropration 175.37
TOTAL $ 350.00
911 EMERGENCY MATERIALS
Cartographic Associates, Inc. $ 2,810.00
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT
Micro Systems Management - Computer, Printer $ 2,422.00
Pauline LaFleur 698.74
TOTAL $ 3,120.74
GUNNISON BROOK/FOXGLOVE DEVELOPMENT ESCROW ACCOUNT
Vincent J. Casale $ 1,756.75
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES - INTEREST
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $ 8,869.13
First NH Bank 949.17
TOTAL $ 9,818.30
FICA, WITHHOLDING CONTRIBUTIONS
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $ 5,099.43
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UNEMPLOYMENT
Compensation Funds of New Hampshire $ 1,249.11
PEARSON PROPERTY
Town & Country Realty $ 1,000.00
Feeney, Adams & Bonnette 36,768.29
TOTAL $37,768.29
LEAR HILL BRIDGE
Treasurer, State of New Hampshire - Final Bill $12,239.21
PURCHASE OF SANDER
E. W. Sleeper Co., Inc. $ 7,500.00
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS
Trustee of Trust Funds - Highway Dept. Capital Reserve $ 5,000.00
Trustee of Trust Funds - Reappraisal Capital Reserve $ 5,000.00
PAYMENTS TO STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Treasurer, State of N. H. - Dog Licenses $ 37.50
TAX LIENS
Phyllis M. Baker, Tax Collector $127,213.80
COUNTY TAX
Treasurer, County of Sullivan $83,229.00
SCHOOL TAX
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School-1992 Tax $ 48,548.00
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School-1993 Tax 634,024.00
PAYMENT OF TEMPORARY LOANS
Lake Sunapee Savings Bank $365,000.00



































LSSB - Maurice Austin





































TOTAL PAYMENTS MADE DURING THE YEAR 1993 $1,827,347.09
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION - 1993
VALUE OF LAND ONLY
Current Use (at C.U. Values) 3,447,136.00
Residential 17,583,551.00
Commercial 696,900.00
TOTAL OF TAXABLE LAND 21,727,587.00
VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY
Residential 19,395,300.00
Commercial 694,000.00
TOTAL OF TAXABLE BUILDINGS 20,035,300.00
PUBLIC UTILITIES - Electric 723,824.00
TOTAL VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS 42,540,711.00
Elderly Exemptions 750,000.00
NET VALUATION ON WHICH
TAX RATE IS COMPUTED 41,290,711.00
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DECEMBER 31,1993
DESCRIPTIONS VALUE
Town Hall, Land & Buildings 123,550.00
Furniature & Equipment 28,250.00
Library, Land &Buildings 25,650.00
Furniature & Equipment 20,600.00
Police Department, Equipment 14,420.00
Fire Department, Land & Buildings 89,750.00
Equipment 67,980.00
Highway/transfer station, Land & Buildg. 61,050.00





DEPARTMENT OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION
Municipal Services Division
Concord, N.H. 03302-0457
1993 Tax Rate Calculation









Approved Town/City Tax Effort
Municipal Tax Rate 5.93
Due to Local School




Approved School(s) Tax Effort
School(s) Tax Rate
-- County Portion --
Due to County 83,229













Net County Appropriation 81,693
Special Adjustment
Approved County Tax Effort 81 ,693
County Tax Rate 1.95
Combined Tax Rate 24.02^
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,003,813
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,003,813
Less: War Service Credits (6,500)
Add: Village District Commitment( s
)
Total Property Tax Commitment 997,313 A^sq 7?—«-——p/jT «P— Proof of Rate -- ' '
Net Assessed Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
41,790,711 24.02 1,003,813^
1994 Bond Requirement
Treasurer: 52,000 Tax Collector: 52,000
Town Clerk: 8,000 Trustees of Trust Funds: 15,000
35
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The planning board meets on the first and last Tuesday of the month at 7
p.m. at the Town Hall. The regular meeting is held on the last Tuesday. All
meetings are open to the public.
After the town meeting and elections the planning board members were
Denise Cook, Fred Faulkner, Gertrude Konrad and Patricia Stephan.
George Hebert and Arne Nilsen were appointed alternates in March.
When Denise Cook resigned during the summer. Arne Nilsen was ap-
pointed to the board as a regular member. There remains an opening for
an alternate at this time.
Mary Walters served as representative from the board of selectmen until
late December when new selectman Leigh Williamson took her place.
Gertrude Konrad was elected chairman of the board in November. Fred
Faulkner serves as assistant chairman.
During the year three minor subdivisions were reviewed and approved.
Members participated in workshops for new members. One was held in
May with town attorney Laurence Gardner and the second was sponsored
by Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Council in October. The
planning board has spent time studying and reviewing New Hampshire
earth excavation regulations (RSA 155 E) as it pertains to Goshen. Again





GOSHEN VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT
1993 REPORT
1993 was a busy year for the Goshen Volunteer Fire Department. The
Department responded to 28 calls compared to 17 calls in 1992. The










Fire Alarm Act 1
Haz. Mat. Incident 1
Brush and Grass 1
Illegal Burn 1
In the past year the department purchased 2 personal alarms which are
worn by fire fighters that enter burning buildings. These alarms will emit
a loud noise in the event a person goes down and doesn't move for 30
seconds.
With two major stucture fires and two car fires the reported fire loss was
$132,700.
In 1993 596 man hours were spent fightingfires, and 311 hours in meetings
and training.
Chief Harry (Jack) Warburton
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WASHINGTON-GOSHEN PREAMBULATION
This was the first perambulation of this line conducted since 1976, over
thirteen years ago. The RSA requires that each line be perambulated every
7 years.
The marks and bounds of this line were in bad shape. The blazes made in
1976 are at best barely discernible even at close range, and many of the
trees on which they were placed are no longer standing. Several of the
wooden posts have rotted to 1/2 or less their original length - one had
disappeared - and should be replaced. These factors largely necessitated
the three sessions, which totalled about 18 hours. The line should really be
walked again in 1994, renewing the blazes and posts while the few blaze
marks we made this year are still fresh. Given that this was the most
recently done line, it is likely that the others are in greater need of
maintenance.
Mike Bartlett, who assisted Phil and myself this time, has expressed an
interest in taking on this responsibility. I would be glad to assist Mike.
The perambulation report is on file with the Town Clerk
D.W. Stephan
Phil Barker David Stephan
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REPORT OF NEWPORT AMBULANCE SERVICE
1993
In calendar 1993, Newport Ambulance Service responded to 766 calls. This
reflects a 10% increase from the 697 calls handled in the previous year.
There were 35 responses to the Town of Goshen, compared to 21 calls for
service in 1992.
The department has a full roster of 15 members including three paramed-
ics; seven EMT-Intermediates and five EMT-Basics, all but one ofwhom
are certified in cardiac monitoring and defibrillation.
In early 1994 we will be replacing our 1985 Van-style ambulance with a
larger, more practical modular vehicle which will be able to transport more
equipment and personnel, and will provide a better working environment
for patient care.
The Ambulance department wishes to thank the Town ofGoshen for their
continuing support.
Respectfully submitted,
Brian W. Tracey, Director




There have been several changes in your police department personnel so
in lieu ofthe annual police report I would like to introduce myselfand the
patrol officers who will be handling your calls.
My name is Barrett ( Barry) Bodkins and I currently work full-time for the
Claremont Police Dispatch. I was hired in January as Officer in Charge of
the Goshen Police Dept., a position I hold in the Town of Unity as well. I
am certified as a part-time officer and have completed numerous other
training seminars. The patrol officers working with me are Christopher
Gentes and David Burnham.
There has been a change in the traditional phone system used by many
local residents. The old police number (863-1702) is no longer in operation.
Residents needing police assistance should call Newport Dispatch at 863-
3232. They will dispatch someone to handle your call. Emergency calls will
be handled by dialing 911.






Balance January 1, 1993 $2,178.00
1992 Appropriation 1,600.00
1992 Flag Appropriation 400.00




Mowing and Care of Cemeteries $1,275.00
Flags HA Holt & Sons 127.50
Bank Charge 2.92
Total Disbursements $1,405.42





REPORT OF THE OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
1993
The board of trustees ofthe Olive G. Pettis Library meet quarterly on the
second Monday of January, April, July and October to conduct the
business of the lbirary.
It was a busy year for the trustees and for librarian, Jean Barrett.
Acknowledging a very real need for repairs to the library building, the
board began to schedule events to augment a repair fund and to heighten
the visibility of the library in our community.
Under the enthusiastic leadership of chairman Sherri Moen, a Kid Fest
was held on July 3rd with participation by 4H, the Boy Scouts, the Girls
Softball Team, Dennis Lumber, S&R Grocery, andmembers ofthe commu-
nity. The games and athletic event were run by new trustee Lilyan Wright.
The rain did not dampen spirits and there are plans for Kid Fest 2.
In August parent volunteers Debbie Hebert and Marianne Dennis ran a
Teddy Bear Picnic with entertainment by Kathy Lowe. The trustees
sponsored this event.
The librarian bought a pass to the Currier Museum that is good until May
1994. It can be borrowed from the library by patrons.
A successful summer reading program was completed by eleven children.
Erica Gunderson won the grand prize for reading the most books during
the course ofthe program. In November and December Goshen youngsters
were invited to participate in making Christmas crafts on Saturday
mornings.
The librarian reports that 85 volumns have been added to the collection,
the bulk ofwhich are for children (including young adults) and reference.
In addition 7 new video tapes have purchased or donated. There have been
27 new cards issued in 1993.





OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
1993 TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance on Hand January 1, 1993 #2,806.49
RECEIPTS
Town Approp. 3,800.00 1992




Total Funds Available $11,097.67
EXPENDITURES
Jean Barrett, Librarian 1,943.93
Internal Revenue Service 427.66
PSNH 191.57
New England Telephone 350.87
Corbett Oil Co., Inc. 216.59
Goodrich Oil Co., Inc. 771.36
Magazines / Books 788.90
Postmaster/stamps/box rent 43.50
Trustees Trust Fund 1,500.00
Supplies 99.64
Petty Cash 90.00
NH Library Trustees 60.00
Special Events 453.04
Total $6,937.06




OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
Petty Cash Account
February 1, 1993 to January 1, 1994
Balance on hand January 1, 1994
Last year's balance 59.86
General Fund 90.00
Old Home Day Donation 10.76
Book Sale Money 6,80













We were fortunate enough to obtain a State Grant often thousand dollars
($10,000) to build the remainder of the nature trail which now circles
Gunnison Lake and Williamson Park. It is approximately 2.4 miles of
woods and fields and has been well received by the many hikers that have
travelled it. The grant also allowed us to do some picnic area improvements
as well as habitat improvements for our wildlife. Two wood duck nesting
boxes were constructed which we hope will get used this coming year. This
project also offered employment to many young people in town from July
19th to August 20th. They did a great job under the leadership of Jon
Haslam.
We continued the perambulation ofthe property boundaries on the North
and West sides of the lake. This year we will finish the boundaries on the
East side.
The nature trail, as always will continue to need trimming back of the
brush as it tends to grow back rather quickly. We are also contemplating
a bridge so that the Baker and Blood Brooks can be crossed with ease rather
that getting our feet wet.
During The fall of 1993, we were awarded a Federal Grant of twenty five
thousand dollars ($25,000) which will be approximately half of the cost of
a badly needed swimming area on beautiful Rand Pond next to the State
Boat Launch area. This can happen if the warrant is passed March 8th.




Revised Conservation Rule Books 9.00
The Treasurer reported a year end balance of $1,896.64












UPPER VALLEY LAKE SUNAPEE
REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION
1993 ANNUAL REPORT
The Upper Valley Lake Sunapee Regional Planning Commission is a
voluntary association of31 towns, four in Vermont and 27 New Hampshire
communities. The Commission is concerned with the development of
comprehensive plans for beneficial and balanced economic, environmental
and social growth in the Region. It functions as a research, resource, and
informational agency, and when appropriate, acts to obtain Federal, State
and other approvals, grants-in-aid, loans and similar assistance for indi-
vidual member towns and for the Region. The Commission provides
technical assistance to member communities in the areas ofplanning (land
use, transportation, water quality, etc.), mapping, community develop-
ment, grantsmanship and grant administration. In addition, regional
publications, such as our Regional Profile, Regional studies, such as our
Regional Transportation Plan, and regional projects, such as the Lake
Sunapee Watershed Management Plan, are undertaken to the benefit of
more than one community.
In the past year, services such as our Planning Board training series, and
library which features maps, planning resources and US Census data,
were available to all ofour member communities. Acomplete list ofservices
and regional projects which benefit our members follows the list ofservices
provided directly to residents of Goshen.
In 1993, our work specifically for the Town of Goshen included:
In support of LWCF application, provided text from Regional Plan.
Met with Planning Board to discuss earth excavation regulations and
provided information on earth excavation regulations.
In December, will provide wetlands map of the Town using Landsat
vegetative data.










Depot Square, Newport 863-4088
290 County Road, New London 526-4077
PO Box 2209, New London, NH 03257
1993 Report of Services Provided in Goshen
Home Care Visits Well Child Clinic
Skilled Nursing 352 Physical Exams 10
Physical Therapy 98 Anemia Screenings 6
Occupational Therapy 3 Dental Education 8
Medical Social Work 15 Developmental Tests 9
Home Care Aide 694 Safety Teaching 10
Dental Care Visits 1
Adult Clinics Hearing/Vision Tests 1
Flu Shots 31 Parent/Child Pgm 60
Other Immunizations 4
As a locally based non-profit organization, we try to support
all of our communities by employing qualified local people and
by purchasing goods and services from local vendors. We are
pleased to report that out of the 182 people we have employed
this year, 151 or 83% live in the towns from which we receive
appropriations. In your town, three people do or have worked
for us during the year.
Thank you for your continued support of our agency and its
services, especially during this era of health care reform.
We continually strive to ensure that our staff and services
are of the highest quality. To that end, we are pleased to
let you know that this year our organization was certified for
Medicare Hospice services and was accredited with commendation
by the Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations ( JCAHO) . Your town representative on the Board
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TO: SELECTMEN, GOSHEN, N. H. TOWN OF GOSHEN, N. H.
AND
DEPT. OF REVENUE ADMINISTRATION, CONCORD, N. H.
TOWN MEETING, MARCH 9, 1993
ARTICLE 1. POLLS WERE OPENED AT 11:02 A.M. AND TOWN OFFICERS
ELECTED FOR ENSUING YEAR ARE :
SELECTMAN, 3 YEARS MARY C. WALTER
SELECTMAN, 2 YEARS RUTH N. LeCLAIR
ROAD AGENT, 1 YEAR - WILLIAM S. STEVENS
AUDITOR, 1 YEAR —CYNTHIA L. BARON
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS, 3YEARS—JUDITH A. FILKINS
TRUSTEE OF TRUST FUNDS, 1 YEAR—LINDA R. FAULKNER
LIBRARY TRUSTEES, 3 YEARS HAROLD E. BARKER
LILYAN B. WRIGHT
LIBRARY TRUSTEE, 1 YEAR ANDREA L. WILLETT
BUDGET COMMITTEE, 3 YEARS GERALD H. DICKERMAN
DOUGLAS J. O'CLAIR
FREDRIC M. SMITH
BUDGET COMMITTEE, 2 YEARS GERTRUDE KONRAD
PLANNING BOARD, 3 YEARS DENISE A. COOK
GERTRUDE KONRAD
PLANNING BOARD, 2 YEARS PATRICIA S. STEPHAN
PLANNING BOARD, 1 YEAR FREDERICK P. FAULKNER
ARTICLE 2. VOTED TO RECEIVE THE REPORTS OF THE TOWN OFFICERS
OF GOSHEN.
ARTICLE 3. VOTED TO AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO BORROW MONEY IN
THE FORM OF TAX AN ITI C I PATI ON NOTES IN THE ANTICIPATION
OF TAXES .
ARTICLE 4. ARTICLE TO HOLD THE ANNUAL TOWN MEETING IN FUTURE YEARS
ON THE SATURDAY IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE SECOND
TUESDAY OF MARCH WAS DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 5. VOTED TO ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 72: 1-C WHICH
AUTHORIZES ANY TOWN OR CITY... TO ELECT NOT TO ASSESS ,
LEVY AND COLLECT A RESIDENT TAX.
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ARTICLE 6. VOTED TO AUTHORIZE THE OLIVE G. PETTIS LIBRARY
TRUSTEES TO APPLY FOR, ACCEPT AND EXPEND, WITHOUT
FURTHER ACTION BY THE TOWN MEETING, MONEY FROM STATE ,
FEDERAL OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR A PRIVATE
SOURCE WHICH BECOMES AVAILABLE DURING THE FISCAL
YEAR, IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 202-A;4-C .
ARTICLE 7. VOTED TO AFFIRM A PREVIOUS DECISION TO BILL PROPERTY
TAXES SEMI-ANNUALLY .
ARTICLE 8. ARTICLE MOVED FOR CLARIFICATION AND VOTED TO
AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN AS AGENTS TO EXPEND THE
"TOWN OF GOSHEN BRIDGE REPAIR AND REPLACEMENT"
CAPITAL RESERVE CREATED IN 1986 FOR THE LEAR HILL
BRIDGE PROJECT AND TO WITHDRAW THE TOWN'S PORTION
OF THAT PROJECT'S COST WITH THE REMAINING BALANCE
PLUS INTEREST ACCRUED TO BE PLACED IN THE CAPITAL
RESERVE FUND TITLED "CONSTRUCTION AND RECONSTRUCTION
OF TOWN OWNED BRIDGES" WHICH WAS CREATED BY TOWN
VOTE IN MARCH 1991 .
ARTICLE 9. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $35,000.00
FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASE, REPAIR AND/OR RECONSTRUCTION
OF THE PEARSON PROPERTY ADJACENT TO THE TOWN HALL
AND TO AUTHORIZE THE TOWN OFFICIALS TO NEGOTITATE
THE PURCHASE OF SAID PROPERTY .
ARTICLE 10. ARTICLE TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO POST THE
POINT (S) AT WHICH A TOWN ROAD BECOMES CLASS VI WITH
SIGNS THAT DECLARE THAT FACT AND THE FACT THAT THE
TOWN ASSUMES NEITHER MAINTENANCE RESPONSIBILITY NOR
LIABILITY FOR CLASS VI ROADS OR PORTIONS THEREOF IN
ACCORDANCE WITH APPLICABLE R.SAS (INCLUDING RSA 231:50
AND RSA 231:59). DEFEATED.
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ARTICLE 11. ARTICLE TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AFFIRM THE
CLASS VI STATUS OF THAT PORTION OF BRICKYARD ROAD
EXTENDING FROM ITS INTERSECTION WITH BROOK ROAD TO
A POINT WHICH IS 300' (THREE HUNDRED FEET) IN A
SOUTHERLY DIRECTION FROM THAT INTERSECTION, THAT
POINT BEING THE SAME AS THE NORTHERN EXTENT OF THE
PRESENT CLASS VI PORTION. DEFEATED
ARTICLE 12. ARTICLE TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO POST SIGNS
AT EITHER END OF THE BRIDGE ON BRICKYARD ROAD JUST
SOUTH OF BROOK ROAD DECLARING THAT BRIDGE UNSAFE
FOR USE AND THAT USERS ASSUME ALL RISK OF USAGE.
DEFEATED .
ARTICLES 13 MODERATOR AKS IF CONDITION MENTIONED HERE IN ARTICLES
AND 14
13 AND 14 HAVE BEEN MET. DID SELECTMEN APPROVE ANY
PETITION TO RECLASSIFY TO CLASS 5 THE PORTION OF
BRICKYARD ROAD MENTIONED HERE? SELECTMEN'S ANSWER
IS NO. MODERATOR MADE A RULING THAT IF A DECISION
WAS NOT MADE BY THE SELECTMEN, HE RULED ARTICLE 13
AND 14 OUT OF ORDER.
ARTICLE 15. ARTICLE TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO HAVE THE
POSITION OF ROAD AGENT RESTORED TO A POSITION HIRED
AND APPOINTED BY THE SELECTMEN, SUCH CHANGE TO
BECOME EFFECTIVE ON THE DATE OF THE 1994 TOWN MEETING
OR UPON EXIT FROM OFFICE OF THE NEXT ELECTED ROAD
AGENT, WHICHEVER DATE IS EARLIER. DEFEATED .
ARTICLE 16. VOTED TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO APPLY
FOR, RECEIVE AND EXPEND FEDERAL AND STATE GRANTS
WHICH MAY BECOME AVAILABLE DURING THE COURSE OF THE
YEAR IN ACCORDANCE WITH RSA 31:95-B AND ALSO TO ACCEPT
AMD EXPEND MONEY FROM ANY OTHER GOVERNMENT UNIT OR
PRIVATE SOURCE TO BE USED FOR PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE
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TOWN MAY LEGALLY APPROPRIATE THE MONEY.
ARTICLE 17. ARTICLE 17 PASSED OVER AND ARTICLE 18 TAKEN FIRST.
ARTICLE 18. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $6,000.00
TO HIRE AND PAY AN EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT .
ARTICLE 17. VOTED TO APPROVE THE FOLLOWING INCREASES FOR TOWN
OFFICERS AS FOLLOWS:
TOWN CLERK - -— INCREASE OF $500.00 TO $6,800
TAX COLLECTOR —— INCREASE OF $500.00 TO $6,800
TREASURER — INCREASE OF $400.00 TO $2,200
HFAI TH DFFTTFR - TwrorAcr nc <t en nn rr\ 4 onr\
WELFARE OFFICER — INCREASE OF $200.00 TO $ 500
SELECTMEN INCREASES DEFEATED.
ARTICLE 19. AMENDMENTS MADE TO REMOVE $900.00 FROM TOWN OFFICERS'
SALARIES BECAUSE SELECTMEN DID NOT GET INCREASES AND
REMOVE $6,000.00 FOR AN EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT BECAUSE
THAT WAS RAISED IN ARTICLE 18.
VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS:
TOWN OFFICERS' SALARY — $25,450.00
TOWN OFFICERS' EXPENSES 12,500.00
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION EXPENSES — 750.00
rFMFTFRTF"\ - 1,600.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS - 10,000.00
REAPPRAISAL OF PROPERTY - 2,000.00
PIANNTNG ANn 7DNTNft - 2,000.00
LEGAL EXPENSES— 2,500.00
ADVERTISING AND REGIONAL ASSOCIATION--- ' 564.00
TO.UN AlinTT znn nn
TN^NRANTF -. tn nnn nn
FROM "GUNNISON BROOK" (FORMERLY KNOWN
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ARTICLE 20. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING
SUMS OF MONEY FOR CULTURE AND RECREATION :
LIBRARY - $ 3,800.00
PATRIOTIC PURPOSES 500.00
CONSERVATION COMMISSION - 350.00
ARTICLE 21. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE $15,000.00 FOR INTEREST
ON TAX ANTICIPATION NOTES .
ARTICLE 22. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS :
TAX MAP UPDATE- $ 800.00
FICA - - 7,000.00
UNEMPLOYMENT - 500.00
PROFESSIONAL AUDIT UPDATE 500.00
ARTICLE 23. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $7,500.00
TO BUY OUT THE LEASE OF THE SANDER.
ARTICLE 24. ARTICLE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $70,000.00
TO PURCHASE A NEW 2 1/2 TON, 4 WHEEL DRIVE HIGHWAY
TRUCK AND EQUIPMENT EXCLUDING SANDER. DEFEATED .
ARTICLE 25. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING
CAPITAL RSERVE FUNDS:
TRUCK CAPITAL RESERVE $5,000.00
REAPPRAISAL - - 5,000.00
ARTICLE* 26. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF $2,810.00
FOR 911 EMERGENCY MATERIALS .
ARTICLE 27. AMENDMENT MADE TO FIRE DEPARTMENT BUDGET, RAISING IT
TO $8,300.00.
VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS:
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ARTICLE 28. VOTED TO AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO CONVEY
THE REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED BY THE TOWN BY TAX COLLECTOR'S
DEED. SUCH CONVEYANCE SHALL BE BY DEED FOLLOWING A
PUBLIC AUCTION OR THE PROPERTY MAY BE SOLD BY
ADVERTISED, SEALED BIDS, OR MAY BE OTHERWISE
DISPOSED OF AS JUSTICE MAY REQUIRE, PURSUANT TO RSA 80:80.
ARTICLE 29. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS
OF MONEY FOR HIGHWAYS AND STREETS:
MAINTENANCE — $40,000.00
RRinGF<; /i nnn nn
•^TRFFT 1 TGHTTNG isn nn
GENERAL HIGHWAY EXPENSES-— 13,000.00
HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT — 19,416.00
ARTICLE 30. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS
OF MONEY FOR SANITATION:
SOLID WASTE DISPOSAL $40,000.00
TIRE REMOVAL — 2,000.00
RECYCLING/BUILDING WASTE 2,000.00
LANDFILL TESTING 5,800.00
SEPTIC FEASIBILITY STUDY 50.00
AT THIS TIME THE MODERATOR HAS RECEIVED A SIGNED
PETITION FROM A NUMBER OF VOTERS SAYING THAT THEY
FEEL THAT THE MODERATOR'S RULING THAT ARTICLE 14 WAS
OUT OF ORDER WAS INCORRECT. MODERATOR RULED THAT
.IT WAS OUT OF ORDER BECAUSE. IT TALKED. ABOUT AN EVENT
THAT HAD NOT HAPPENED. BECAUSE THE MODERATOR WAS
CHALLENGED IT WAS PUT BEFORE THE LEGISLATIVE BODY
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TO SEE IF THEY FELT THE MODERATOR WAS OUT OF
ORDER. VOTE FROM LEGISLATIVE BODY ASKING IF
THE MODERATOR'S DECISION WAS CORRECT WAS YES.
A VOTER EXPLAINS THAT HE THINKS THE SIGNERS OF THE
PETITION WERE TRYING TO GET THE FEEL OF THE PEOPLE
WHETHER THEY SUPPORT OPENING THAT SMALL SECTION
REDESIGNATED AS CLASS 5.
MODERATOR THINKS THAT THIS CAN BE RAISED UNDER
ARTICLE 32.
ARTICLE 31. VOTED TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE FOLLOWING SUMS
OF MONEY FOR HEALTH AND WELFARE:
ci II | TWAW rnilNTY HD^PTPF <t 9cn nn
LAKE SUNAPEE HOME HEALTH- --- 2,360.00
SENIOR CENTER — — 300.00
MEALS ON WHEELS- — 250.00
niRFTT fl c. c.T c.TAfjrF a nnn nn
ARTICLE 32. ARTICLE 14. DISCUSSED AND MOTION MADE AND PASSED.
TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO SUPPORT EXPEDITED
CONSIDERATION BY THE NEW BOARD OF SELECTMEN OF THE
BOARDMAN/DENNIS PETITION TO RECLASSIFY A PORTION OF
BRICKYARD ROAD AND A FAVORABLE DECISION TO RECLASSIFY
THAT PORTION OF THE ROAD BEGINNING AT A POINT 200
FEET IN A NORTHERLY DIRECTION ALONG THE ROAD FROM
THE IRON PIN DENOTING THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF THE
BOARDMAN PROPERTY BUT EXTENDING ONLY TO A POINT
50 FEET BEYOND THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF THAT PROPERTY
(BASICALLY THE PORTION ON WHICH WORK WAS DONE INE 1992]
WITH THE LEVYING AGAINST BENEFITTING PROPERTIES OF
BETTERMENT ASSESSMENTS, UNDER APPLICABLE RSA (s),
FOR THE COSTS OF IMPROVEMENTS. SO VOTED.






Description of Land Value Current Use ! ulldlng Public Total Tax
Property Owner Property Val ue alue Utilities
Abel, Kathleen Hap 219-190 $49,888.88 $48,950.99 $2,371.98
Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Albacento, Peter Map 491-26 $75,358.88 $34 588.80 $33,950. 08 $1,646.09
Rouse/Land Dero Rd.
Aldrlch, Raysond Hap 204-48 $34,888.88 $22,358. 00 SI, 372. 74
k Theresa Land/Bulldlngs
Allen, Lawrence Hap 486-14
Land Only
$32,288.88 $4 53J ee $0. 00 $108.89
Aibler, Richard B. Hap 289-57 $182,358.88 $37,888 00 $3,366.40
1 Panels Bouse k Lots 7 k 8
Anderson, Edward J. Hap 289-121 $37,858.88 $89,858 00 $3,048.14
k Joyce A. Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Anderson, Gary k Hap 287-18.3 $24,188.88 $8 08 $578.88
Katherlne Cross Rd.
Anderson, John H. Jr. Hap 289-64 k 65 $78,858.88 $16,958 80 $2,281.98
k Jean G. Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Anderson, John K. Hap 283-2 $117,758.88 $8 08 $2,828.36
k Kenneth P. Crane Land Rt 18
Andrews, Richard Hap 411-24 $34,558.88 $0 80 $329.89
k Joyce Land off Province Rd.
Apholt, Paul K. 1/3 Hap 289-18 $13,619.88 S0 00 $326.91
with Turner/Locke Lot 18-19 Rand Pond
Apholt, Paul H. 1/3 Hap 289-11 $18,718.88 $7,159 00 $429.88
with Turner/Locke Cottage Lot28 Rand Pond
Apholt, Paul «. 1/3 Hap 289-78 $13,866.67 $9 88 $313.86
with Turner/Locke Rand Pond
Apholt, Paul H. Map 289-12 $47,325.19 $0 00 $1,136.75
i Eleanor Lots 21 k 22 Dubois
Ash, Albert P. Hap 487-6 $48,989.88 $32,639 ea $28,088 00 $1,456.33
k Patricia L. Roieplace Rt 31
Atkinson Davis Corp. Nap 482-6
E/S Leipster Town Line
$13,899.99 $1 184 09 $0 08
' $26.52
Atkinson Davis Corp. Hap 284-18 ???????? $1 629 08 $9 88 $38.91
Austin, Maurice Hap 484-11 $99,559.99 $2,199 99 $8 08 $58.44
k Beverly Greely Lot
Avery, John S. Ill Hap 283-24-1
Land Only-Cross Rd.
$47,359.99 $3 169 00 S8 88 $75.98
Avery, Bolly H. Map 283-24-2
Land/Bldg Cross Rd.
$37,698.88 $21,398 88 $1,414.73
Avery, Gordon Hap 288-27.
L
Lot 1 Ironuood Brook Rd.
$23,688.99 $8 88 $566.37
Avery, Gordon Map 283-16
Hoieplace/Buslness RT18
$31,299.99 $113,499 88 $3,473.29
Avery, Steven J. Hap 484-18 $30,359.99 $73,288 88 $2,487.27
k Herbert B. Hoieplace Greely Lot
Ayotte, Adelord R. k Eva Hap 281-34 $57,999.99 $34,862.88 $77,258 00 $1,732.13
Hoieplace Hnt Rd.
Ayotte, Adelord R. k Eva Hap 486-11 $95,459.98 $2,610. 'M $8 .08 $62.69
Howard Lot Cross Rd.
Ayotte, Charles E. Hap 288-24 $48,688.88 $49,499 .88 $1,681.48
k Elaine F. Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Ayotte, George E. k Hap 286-11 $20,758.99 $18,150 .88 $742.22
Dorothy E. Center Rd.
Ayotte, George E. k Hap 286-12.2 S35,L59.99 $68,300 .80 $2,484.87
Dorothy 8. Boieplace Lot 2 Center R
Ayotte, Thoaaa k Jennie Hap 286-2 $38,19)9.90 $62,300 .88 $2,411.61
Hoieplace Cross Rd
Backside Reality Trust Hap 411-9.1 $43,999.99 $1,832.86
Backside Reality Trust Map 411-9.2 $23,300.00 $559.67
Backside Reality Trust Hap 411-9.3 $15,050.99 $361.58
61
Bailey, Barbara t Nancy Map 266-34 $17,356 .08 $14,656.06
4 Charles B. Cottage/Land Center Rd.
Bailey, Donald k HaryAnn Hap 289-32
Cottage Lot 18A
$39,958 .86 $48,958.86
Bailey, George I Helen Hap 289-91
Cottage Lot 11 Bonnie Ac
$49,758 .88 $13,288.88
Bailey, Stephen k Ruth Hap 284-1
Hoieplace/Store Rt 18
$46,788 .88 $236,758.88
Bailey, Willis k Any Hap 286-14
Hoaeplace Center Rd.
$37,256 .88 $33,588.88
Baker, Edwin I. k Hap 482-11 $189,568 .88 $37,343.86 $78,400.80
Phyllis H. Hoaeplace Ballpark Rd.
Baker, Thoias S. k Hap 489-4 $34,688 .88
Marsha V. Land Only off Mt. Rd.
Baker, Thoias S. t- Hap 469-2 $9,668 .88
Karsha W. Land Only E/S Ht. Rd.
Ball, Oaion Hap 486-18
Land Only S/S Ht. Rd
$53,356 .88 $1,928.08
Balla, Roy R. i Rae N. Hap 285.22
Land/Butldtng Sholes Rd.
$78,688 .86 $15,755.88 $488.88
Balla, Roy R. k Rae N. Hap 285-23
Hoieplace Sholes Rd.
$67,458 .88 $35,465.88 $119,868.88
Barker, Harold E. k Hap 264-19 $64,988 .88 $58,858.86
Lucy B. Hoieplace Rt 18
Baron, Kenneth J. t Hap 284-16 $22,358 88 $56,558.88
Cynthia L. Hoieplace Lear Hill
Barrett, Paul A. k Hap 418 Lot 4 $77,288 88 $59,686.80 $92,658.86
Jean R. Hoieplace Center Rd.
Bartlett, Allan S. k Hap 289-39 $96,858 88 S988.88
Verna Puriort Lotl2 Rand Pond
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 289-98
Hoieplace Brook Rd.
$148,986 88 $58,877.88 $67,888.88
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 418-2
Land on Brook Rd.
$84,858 88 $4,535.88
Bartlett, Gordon C. Hap 418-16
Land Only Hountaln Rd.
$17,488 88 $1,448.88
Bartlett, Klchael A. k Hap 285 Lot 3 $48,788 88 $65,588.88
Kristin A. Hoieplace Cross Rd.
Bartlett, Phyllis A. Hap 282-38
Land Only E/S Center Rd.
$91,588 88 $1,258.80
Barton, Edwin C. i Hap 283-18 $39,958 88 $19,858.68
Evelyn S. House/Land Rt 18
Beaudry, Norian R. Hap 289-1B.2
Land Only
$52,358 88
Beaudry, dorian R. Hap 289-18.3
Land Only
$59,288 88
Beaulleu, Robert k Donna Hap 463-1 $12,688 88
1/2 w Brlghtian Gtlian Lot Lear Hill
Bellinger, Lawrence L. k Hap 412-11 542,200 88 $56,658.86
White, Martha H. Hoieplace W/S Brook Rd
Bennett, Richard k Hap 282-5 $44,756 86 $99,956.68
Dorothy Hoieplace Rt 31
Bergeron, Howard k Hap 289-184 $28,558. 88 $968.88
Pauline Land N/S Brook Rd
Berkeley, Harold A. Hap 289-18.1 Lot 1
E/S Cross Rd. HcGray
$28,258. 80
Berkeley, Harold A. Hap 297-18.2
Lot 2 E/S Cross Rd.
$21,888. 00
Berry, Duane A. Hap 284-21
Winter Land Rt 18
$7,258. 68
Bevllacqua, Kevin D. k Hap 262-24 $48,886. 86 $94,988.88
Tracey D. Hoieplace Rt 18
Bevllacqua, Kliberly H. Hap 282-25
Hoieplace Rt 18
$65,768. 86 $146,588.88
Bevllacqua, Louis D. k Hap 263-1 $83,858. 88 $57,382.00 $83,268.68
Elaine H. Hoieplace Rt 18
Blackwood, Robert K. Jr. i Hap 282-4 $52,388. 88 $84,488.68
Susan Hoieplace Rt 18
Boardian, Juan V. i Hap 267-2 $36,858. 86 $41,258.88





































Booth, Cynthia I Leon R. Hap 205-5
Huntington, Bernlce B.Hoieplace Cross Rd.
Brayfleld, tfllllai D. Hap 286-6.1
Lot 3 Johnson 8/D Cross
Brlghtian, Earl R. t BleanoNap 483-1
1/2 w Beaulleu
Brown, Jacqueline S. 4
Zlpfel, Donald P.
Bua, Joseph A. I
Patricia ft.
Buccafusca, Mary
Budney, Victor J. i
Catherine
Burford, Robert E. t Lois
Burford, Robert E. i Lois
Burford, Robert E. t Lois





Gllaan Lot Lear Bill
Hap 287-12
Land Only Brickyard Rd.
Hap 289-17






Cottage LotUA Rand Pond
Hap 289-26
Land Only Back of UA
Hap 289-42.2




Boieplace Lot 3 Cross Rd
Hap 289-74








Caiargo, Jorge t Jlilrez,
Nydla, i> Varqulz, HodestoLot 5 Johnson S.D








Carlson, John A. t
Virginia P.
Carlson, John A. «
Virginia P.
Carlson, John A. k
Virginia P.
Canervale, Benry G. I
Fay E.
Caron, Gary B. t
Roberta
Caron, George R. t
Elizabeth















Ball Lot Province Rd
Hap 289-7)




Hoaeplace Leip Coach Rd
Hap 281-1
Land Leispter Coach Rd.
Map 281-2




Boieplace Rt 18 t 31
Hap 282-28






Land Only N/S Center Rd.
Hap 484-2




Trudeau Place H/S Provln
Hap 288-13
Land E/S Province Rd.
Hap 484-8





































































































Casagrande, Dirk Map 412-2
E/S Heaser Rd.
$50 700 88 $678.00
Castanha, Michael 4 Map 201-15 $65 358 88 $40,728.00 $100,350.00
Brenda House/Land Rt 31
Chapln, Robert A. 1 Map 484-17 $45 480 88 $119,600.88
Shirley H. Hoieplace Province Rd.
Chartler, Alvlna V. Map 2)4-11
Hoieplace Lear Hill
$25 350 80 $37,386.00
Chlaradonna, John 4 Hap 289-88 $50 158 00 $15,608.88
June Cottage Lot 7 Rand Pond
Chlaradonna, Kllllai 4 Hap 289-87 $49 500 00 $13,456.88
Arlene Cottage Lot 8 Rand Pond
Cofleld, Juan K. 4 Hap 289-97 $534 186 00 $181,458.88
Janes E. Caipground Rand Pond
Colby, HU1UD E. 4 Map 289-4 4 5 4 6 $71 758 00 $92,756.88
Joyce Rand Pond Rd.
Colling, David A. Map 285-24.1
Land/Building Brook Rd.
$52 358 00 $27,966.88
Colling, David A. Hap 285-24.2
Land Only Brook Rd.
$31 556 00
Conroy, Philip E. 4 Hap 289-56 $95 256 00 $38,350.00
Helen N. Hoieplace Rand Pond Rd.
Conroy, Philip E. k Hap 283-14.1 $16 456 00
Helen N. Ayotte Land Brook Rd.
Cook, John 4 Denlse Map 281-21 4 22
Hoieplace Cross Rd.
$53 750 00 $69,188.88
Cooper, Scott R Map 288-26
Hoieplace off Brook Rd.
$32 656 00 $79,986.66
Corrlveau, Donald L. 4 Hap 486-5 $22 780 00
Patricia Land f.'/S Hnt. Rd.
Corrlveau, Sandra 4 Map 286-27 $44 200 00 $93,860.68
Sylvia Hoieplace Center Rd.
Cote, Harold A. 4 Hap 418-5 $36 350 0) $17,200.00
Anne S. Schoolhouse Center Rd.
Crawford, G. Henry Hap 289-34
Cottage Lot 17 Rand Pond
$91 358 00 $18,400.00
Currier, Michael D. Hap 408-1
Hoieplace Rt 31




Dahar, Victor V. Map 411-14
Sholes Pasture
$13 888 00
Daley, Christopher F. 4 Hap 289-52 $97 756 06 $30,406.88
Carol J. Cottage Lot 1 Rand Pond
Dase, Roger N. 4 Hap 263-12 $22 350 00 $25,388.88
Earlene Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Datery, Thoias A. 4 Map 289-106 $17 766 00 $16,158.86
June C. Cottage/Land Brook Rd
Dane, Delrdre E. Trust Hap 288-12
Harrad Land Province Rd.
$86 450 00 $1,260.0)
Davis, Donald A. 4 Hap 403-4 $87 706 00 $84,800.00
Alice M. Hoieplace Lear Hill
Davis, Ediund C. 4 Map 204-35 $43 756 00 $40,550.00
Ratherlne C. Hoieplace Rt 18
Davis, Stuart Hap 209-50
Cottage Lot 3 Rand Pond
$98 606 00 $35,650.00
Dazet, Donald L. 4 Hap 207-6 4 7 4 8 $101 458 08 $58,996.00 $102,750.00
Patricia Hoieplace Cross Rd.
Debaun, Alice T Map 402-12
Land tf/S Rt 10
$13 758 00
DeGroff, Herbert 4 Hap 208-15 $45 158 00 $53,300.00
Bosse, Lynn L. Hoieplace Lot 1 Province
Deilco, Warren A. 4 Map 209-62 $61 956 00 $18,250.68
Catherine F. Cottage/Land Rand Pond
Dennis, Ernest G. 4 Map 287-14 $96 956 00 $38,742.88 $128,850.00
Barbara A. Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Dennis, Ernest G. 4 Hap 287-1 $14 800 00 $320.80
Barbara A. Land Only Brook Rd.
Dennis, Brnest G. 4 Hap 263-8.2 $53 B68 00 $94,756.86





































Dennis, Ernest G. Sr. k
Lillian
Dennis, Ernest G. Sr. I
Lillian
Dennis, Gary L. i
Marianne C.
Desplrlto, Bill J. t
Hose G.
Deveau, John L. Jr. I
Loren B.
Dewar, Robert 6.
Dexter, WUUai B. I
Kathleen E.
Dexter, KUllai B. k
Kathleen E.
Dexter, Will Lao B. i
Kathleen E.
Dlckerian, Gerald H. i>
Betty D.
Dlckerian, Gerald B. t
Betty D.




Dorr, George A. Jr.
Dorr, George A. Jr.
Dorr, George k. Jr.





Dustln, John t Joanne










Esponda, Jorge Y Reyes N
Matos, Sylvia
Faulknor, Frederick P. t
Linda R.
Fennessey, Rayiond F.
Ferguson, John G. I
Helen 1/2 w Egan
Ferguson, John G. it
Helen 1/2 w Egan
Field, Carson N. t
Dorothy P.

















Land H/S Rt 31
Hap 281-31








Muuery Rd. Lot 16
Map 289-119
Hoieplace Brook Rd. Lot
Map 412-31
Hoieplace Old Province R
Map 412-39
Land only Old Province
Hap 411-25
Land only Old Province
Hap 412-27
Land E/S Brook Rd.
Map 284-24
Hoieplace E/S Rt 18
Map 289-8 Rand Pond
Cottage Lot 12 Bonnie Ac
Hap 2)9-7 Rand Pond
Land H/S Lot 13
Map 289-82
































































































Fltzpatrlck, John 4 Hap 281-36 $42,888.88 $131,588.88
Margaret Boieplace Hountaln Rd.
Fltzpatrlck, Noreen H. Hap 289-71
Cottage/Lot Rand Pond
$76,388.88 $22,358.88
Flanders, Bardon A. 4 Hap 282-18 $23,188.88 $1,378.88
Linda Land E/S Rt 18
Flandera, Bardon A. t> Hap 482-13 $146,158.81 $32,438.88
Linda Land W/S Rt 18
Flewelllng, Hark C. Jr. 4 Hap 481-4 $35,158.88 $67,958.88
Tany Boieplace Rt 31
Flewelllng, Hark C. Sr. 4 Hap 284-31 $41,858.88 $64,358.88
Barbara Land E/S Rt 18
Forest Futures Corporation Hap 414-19 $29,158.88 $1,288.88
Part of Daphne Allen lot
Fournler, Douglas A. 4 Hap 288-11.2 $28,159.68 $55,988.88
Linda D. Land K/S Cross Rd.
Fournler, Douglas A. 4 Hap 281-3.2 Lot 2 $53,258.88 $181,688.88
Linda D. Hoieplace Lespster Coach
Fournler, Douglas A. 4 Hap 288-11.3 $19,888.88
Linda D. Land only M/S Cross Rd.
Fowler, Dennis J. 4 Hap 284-29.1 $15,888.88 $38,258.88
Kelly A. Hoseplace Rt 18
Fowler, Dennis J. 4 Hap 284-29.2 $288.88
Kelly A. Land Only Rt 18
fox, Sdna H. 4 David L. Hap 482-18
Boieplace Ballpark Rd.
$26,488.88 $36,658.88
Frazer, William A. 4 Hap 289-84 $29,588.88 $22,188.88
Dorothy C. Cottage/Lot 3 Bonney Ac.
Freesan, Lawrence H. 4 Hap 287-4 $2,858.88
April Land on Cross Rd.
Freeian, Lawrence H. 4 HAp 287-4.81 $4,888.88
April Land on Cross Rd.
Fresh, Peter 4 John Hap 286-18
Cottage/Land Center Rd.
$28,358.88 $18,558.88
Funderburg, Cynthia Hap 285-26 Lot 2
Johnson S.D. Cross Rd.
$14,458.88
Furbush, Linda 4 Hap 289-29 $64,858.88 $24,258.88
Petruno, Leslie Cottage/Lot 12 UiP
C-agnon, Roland T. Hap 289-72
Hoseplace Lot 5 Dubois
$64,258.88 $28,158.88
Gagnon, Roland T. Hap 289-15
Garage Lot 26,27,28
$68,188.88 $75,458.88
Galpln, Ralph H. Hap 412-18
Boieplace Province Rd.
$48,758.88 $34,758.88
Gendron, Wilfred 4 Hap 289-66 $81,958.88 $18,658.88
Shirley L. Cottage M/S Rand Pond Rd
Gentes, Andre L. Hap 283-19 $35,658.88 $51,758.88
Kathleen Hoseplace Rt 18
Gente6, Andre L. Hap 283-6 $1,858.88
Kathleen Barn K/S Rt 18
Genzltnger, Robert B. 4 Hap 481-13 $71,658.88 $41,428.88 $57,958.88
Haureen Boieplace Leip Coach Rd.
Gersan, Russell 4 Hap 281-8 $27,288.88 $46,658.88
Antoinette Hoseplace Ballpark Rd.
Ghldonl, Donald J. 4 Hap 482-7 $118,888.88 $48,548.88 $54,988.88
Judith Boieplace Ballpark Rd.
Glbbs, Orvllle J. 4 Hap 412-17 $15,888.88
Anna Land Only Province Rd.
Glffen, Haureen Hap 283-4
Schoolhouse Rt 18
$7,458.88 $28,858.88
Gillespie, Donald H. 4 Hap 289-23 $33,758.88
Hark Lot 9A H4P Rand Pond
Gonthler, Rayiond R. 4 Hap 285-13.2 $21,388.88 $28,258.88
Judy B. Boieplace Cross Rd.
Gonthler, Rayiond R. 4 Hap 285-13.1 $35,958.88 $11,388.88
Judy B. Boieplace Brook/Cross Rds.
Gonyea, Rodney N. 4 Hap 284-25 $43,958.88 $56,588.88
Tracy L. Boieplace Rt 18
Goshen Forest Trading Co. Hap 487-1






































Go83, Stuart I Vicky Hap 263-26
Balla Land Sholes Rd.
S36.558.e8 $68,388.86
Gould, Josephine k Hap 286-22 316,488.86
Crawford, Gayle Land Only Center Rd.
Goyette, Leo Jr. k Hap 412-25 338,456.88 $48,988.69
Christine Hoieplace Province Rd.
Goyette, Richard E. Hap 284-26
Hoieplace Rt 16
$58,558.88 $58,988.89
Grader, Elizabeth F. Hap 184-18
S/S Leipster Coach Rd.
$49,686.88 $6,528.88 $1,288.88
Gray, Glenn C. 1 Hap 289-55 $118,558.88 $69,388.88
Judith C. l Ruth House/Land Rand Pond
Green, Richard H. k Hap 481-18 $73,286.88 $59,531.88 $29,458.99
Elaine R. Scott Pasture
Green, Thoias E. k Hap 482-2 $16,888.88
Barbara A. Scott Pasture
Crices, Warren '«'. Hap 282-15
L/B Blood Brook Hunery Rd
$6,688.98 $1,199.99
Grlswold, Rayiond A. Jr. Hap 289-35
Cottage Lotl6 Rand Pond Rd
$75,888.88 $1,959.99
Grlswold, Rayiond A. k Hap 289-36 $86,158.88 $48,959.88
Lillian Lot 15 HIP Rand Pond
Gullleiette, Alfred H. k Hap 289-13 $46,188.66 $31,588.88
Joyce Hoieplace Lot 23 Dubois
Gunderson, Floyd V. Hap 284-41
Hoieplace E/S Rt 18
$36,858.88 $44,788.99
Guyette, Harry k Ruby Hap 484-1
Hoieplace Province Rd.
$26,858.88 $97,658.86
Hadley, Robert E. Hap 286-6
Land/Bulldlng Rt 18
$4,768.88 $1,858.88
Hadley, Robert E. Hap 264-7
Hoieplace Rt 18 Lear Bill
$16,968.68 $31,658.88
Hadley, Robert E. Hap 284-8
I/O S/S off Lear Hill
$6,656.86
Hadley, Robert E. t Hap 264-18 $32,388.88 $1,629.99
Francis E. L/0 S/S Lear Hill Rd.
Hadley, Robert E. k Hap 284-12 $35,958.88 $2,169.99
Francis E. L/0 S/S Lear BUI Rd.
Hadley, Robert E. t Hap 284-5 SI, 198. 88
Francis E. Land Only Rt 16
Hall, Bernard J. 6 lap 286-28 $52,359.99 $91,499.99
Noreen M. House/Land Center Rd.
Hall, R. Keith k Hap 283-3 $52,499.99 $79,399.99
Hary E. Hoieplace Rt 18
Hallock, Jean C. Hap 284-27
Hoieplace Rt 18
$59,559.99 $46,412.99 $93,999.99
Hamilton, Lloyd B. k Hap 412-13 $25,499.99 $54,559.99
Shirley Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Uaillton, Richard k Hap 216-29 $32,699.99 $33,899.99
Barbara J. Bouse/Land Center Rd.
Hanllton, Robert k Hap 285-16 $38,599.89 $83,499.99
Beverly Hoieplace Brook Rd.
Baillton, Robert k Hap 264-49 $17,698.88 $2,489.99
Beverly Land Only Rt 18
Haselton, Douglas K. k Hap 285-27 Lot 1 $26,799.99 $26,899.99
Deborah Johnson S.D. Cross Rd.
Hatch, Linda Hap 282-26
Hoieplace Rt 31
$28,888.88 $24,188.88
Hebert, George L. k Hap 282-33 $34,758.89 $76,756.68
Deborah Hoieplace Rt 31
Befka, Bruce E. 4 Hap 289-2 $41,858.88 $154,968.66
Hary A. Backside Inn Brook Rd.
Hefka, Bruce E. k Hap 289-3 $15,599.99 $4,186.88
Hary A. Land/Bulldlng Brook Rd.
Beilngway, Rayiond t Hap 282-9 $39,759.98 $44,488.88
Robin Boieplace E/S Rt 18
Benry, Christopher t Hap 411-7.1 $24,459.99
Barbara K/S Brook Rd.







































Ueusser, Paul D. ft Hap 289-27
Harta Lot 13A Rand Pond
Ueusser, Paul D. ft Hap 209-28
Harta Lot 12A Ekberg Rand Pond
Ueusser, Paul D. ft Hap 299-21.4 Annexation
Harta Lot 48 Puriort Rand Pond
Hideaway Pars Realty Trust Hap 404-18
L/B SE/S Province Rd.
Hideaway Pari Realty Trust Hap 484-9.1
Horey Place NW/S Provlnc
Hideaway Pan Realty Trust Hap 489-1
Robblns Lot E/S Kountaln
Hideaway Para Realty Trust Hap 484-9.2
NK/S Province Rd.
Hideaway Fan Realty Trust Hap 484-9.3 W/S Hesser R
NW/S Province Rd.






Hodgoan, Robert H. ft
Jean
Holden, Clara P. ft
Hark A. ft Wayne P.
Holllday, David ft
Clay ft Caron




Hook, Prank ft Marlon
Hooper, John H.










Hap 288-1 Cross Rd.
Hoieplace Province Rd.
Hap 411-7.3







Hap 289-37 Lot 14






Hood Lot Brook Rd.
Hap 289-16 Lot 29-32












Herbert Nargaretha TrusteesAlexander Land
Howard, Herbert G. ft
Hargaretha
Howard, Herbert G. ft
Hargaretha
Howard, Herbert G. ft
Hargaretha




Hubeny, Robert ft Nancy
Hughes, Wllllai A. ft
Patricia
Hunter, Daniel ft Hazel
Hunter, Daniel ft Hazel






Raynor Lot E/S Rt 31
Hap 486-3
House / Land Ht Rd.
Hap 486-8
Ayotte Land E/S Ht Rd.
Hap 481-28
W/S Leipster Coach Rd.
Hap 481-6
Cottage/Land Rt 31





Woodwork Shop Brook Rd.
Hap 284-45
Old Town Shed Brook Rd.
Hap 287-11














































































































Hurdle, Jaiea « Lucy Hap 289-78.81 Lot 14
Cottage Dubois Rand Pond
353,858 08
Huston, Hilton 5. 1 Hap 482-14 571,758 ee
Elizabeth if. House/Land Hunery Rd.
Itallano, klUUB t Hap 289-79 S137.658 88
Joan House/Lot Bonnie Acre
Janlcke, Gary I Linda L Hap 418-6
Hoieplace Center Rd.
544,658 88
Janlcke, Gary It Linda L Hap 418-9
Land Only Center Rd.
$15,358 98
Jennings, Edwin L. Jr. t Hap 284-17 $24,458 88
Shirley A. Hoieplace Lear Hill
Jennings, Scott A Hap 288-22.2
Land Only Cross Rd.
$29,858 88
JUlette, Arthur G. 1 Hap 286-21 $92,558 ee
Beatrice K. Houeplace Brickyard Rd.
JUlette, B. t Ellis, G. Hap 282-29 $54,888 ee
KrUklk, A. 1 KcDevltt, J House/Land Center Rd.
Johnson, Arthur It Hap 283-14.2 $38,588 ee
Sharon Lot 1 Conroy S.D.
Johnson, Brian it Hap 484-13 $35,288 ee
Virginia Hobllehoie Province Rd.
Johnson, Doddridge Hap 411-12
Land Only Brook Rd.
$58,458 88
Johnson, Ernest i Hap 281-42 $41,388 ee
Hazel G. Schoolhouse Lot 4 Corner
Johnson, Ernest S Hap 286-8 $64,758 88
Hazel G. E/S Cross Rd.
Johnson, Hazel G. Hap 288-31
Hoieplace Brook Rd.
$188,858 88
Johnson, HUltai £. Hap 289-59
Cottage/Lot Rand Pond Rd
$56,888 ee
Johnson, Barbara 4 Taylor Hap 289-69 $53,688 ee
Trustees of Johnson Trust Cottage/Lot 2 Dubois
Jones, Anna Hap 482-5
House/Land Dero Rd.
$47,888 ee
Jones, Douglas B. it Hap 284-18 $63,488 ee
Edith H. Houeplace Rt 18
Jones, John R. It Hap 481-7 $55,888 88
Barbara R. Hoieplace Rt 31
Jordan, Donald E. t Hap 418-11 Center Rd. $67,888 88
Nancy J. Chandler H1U Land
Kanerer, Edward E. t Hap 286-9 $42,958 ee
Beatrice Cottage/Land Center Rd.
Kavanaugh, Robert A. Hap 288-27.3
Hobllehoie Brook Rd.
$36,988 ee
Keipton, Ronald A. Hap 281-25
Hoieplace Cross Rd.
$34,758 ee
Kendall, Joyce H. Hap 289-85
Hoieplace Lotl Bonny Ac.
$48,588 ee
Kennelley, Hary E. Hap 287-15.2 Lot 1
Hobllehoie Brook Rd.
$38,588 ee
Stlllon, Paul T. i Hap 412-26 $34,258 ee
KcRae, Pauline House/Land Province Rd.
Rliberley, Robert It Hap 286-8.2 $34,988 88
Brunelle, Kli Land Only Cross Rd.
Konrad, Gertrude Hap 482-3.1 Lot 1
Eastian Sd Leip Coach Rd
$38,758 88
Korder, Halter O.R. Hap 484-16
Land Only Province Rd.
$72,488 ee
Kosclelnlak, Hlchael P. 1 Hap 285-4 $33,488 ee
Pattl S. Hoieplace Cross Rd.
Koazela, John Hap 204-8
Land Only Ballpark Rd.
$46,158 ee
Kowalczwk, Stanley It Hap 281-11 $41,358 ee
Catherine Hoieplace Ballpark Rd.













































































LaFountain, Keith C. k
Pearl B.
Lamb, Paul B.
Lambert, Anthony Jr. 4
Lynn
Lamery, Steven P. 4
Gaddes, Ra
Larpenter, Dean A. 4
Panels
Laware, Helena B.
LeClalr, Edward R. 4
Ruth N.
LeClerc, George S. 4
ThereBa
LeClerc, George E. 4
Theresa
LeClerc, George E. Jr.
Leslie, Richard A. 4
Joan B.
Leslie, Richard A. 4
Joan B.
Lewln Forest Assoc.





Locke, Judith 1/3 vl
Turner I Apholt
Locke, Judith 1/3 vl
Turner 4 Apholt
Locke, Judith 1/3 vl
Turner 6 Apholt
Lockuood, William E. 4
Hannah
Lorandeau, Sidney U. Jr.
Lorandeau, Sidney K. Jr.
Lord, Hark S.
Lund, Frank «. 4
Hay
Luck, Thoias 4 Kathleen





Mara, Daniel J. 4
Barbara
Halloch, James C. 4
Harriot
Harlborough, Gary
Mason, Howard C. 4
Josephine
Hatson, Larry B. 4
Laura L.
Hap 283-9




































Lots 18-19 Rand Pond Rd.
Hap 289-11 Lot 28
Cottage Rand Pond Rd.
Hap 289-79











Balla Land E/S Sholes Rd
Hap 288-14












































































































































Land Only Brook Bd.
Hap 289-51




Land Only Province Bd.
Hap 286-33




Land Only Cross fid.
Hap 289-66
Cottage Lot 3 Band Pond
Hap 282-21
Hoieplace Bt 18
Kerrigan, Peter N. I Hap 418-1
Hellnda L. Hoieplace Brook Bd.
Htletl, Joseph J. t Hap 2(7-5
Barbara Hoieplace Cross fid.
Hltchell, Patrick I Kap 219-19.2
Hlggens, Paiela Rand Pond fid.
Klrabile, Harsha L. Hap 289-188
House/Land Brood Bd.
Hap 289-21.1 Parcel Bl
E/S Band Pond fid.
Hap 289-33




Hoieplace Dubois Lot 6
Hap 2(9-14
Lots 24 t 25 Dubois
Kap 2(1-35
Hoieplace Leap Coach fid.
Kap 2(1-43
Hoieplace Leap Coach Rd.
Hountaln Vlev Reality TrustHap 412-28
Land Only Province fid.
Kountaln Vlev Reality TrustHap 412-29
Hoen, David H. I
Richard K.
Hoen, Richard H. t
Cathy















Nelson, Arthur H. I
Elizabeth
Nelson, Arthur K. t
Elizabeth
Helson, Audrey N.
Nelson, Lars L. I
Debra H.
Nelson, Paul H.
Neuberger, Donald E. i>
Barbara C.
Hap 4(6-6
Land off Kountaln Rd.
Kap 411-17
Land Only E/S Brook Rd.
Hap 2(1-5
S/S Ball Park fid.
















Hap 289-9 Lot 15,16,17





































































































New England Forestry Map 486-7 $33,980.88 S3,
6
16.00 $86.86
Foundation Lead Mine Lot 50
New Hampshire Electric Power Lines S515, 345.0e 512,378.59
Coop Inc.
Newell, Ronald S. 1 Map 269-38 S109.300.88 528,450.00 $2,588.16
Hay Homeplace Lot 13 HIP
Newman, Doris C. Map 286-13 585,388.88 535,767.88 51,585.26
Someplace Center Rd.
New-Minn Investments Map 288-8 532,788.88 522,588.88 51,325.98
United
Nlessen, Walter t Map 289-21.2 567,988.88 549.iee.ee 52,810.34
Dorothy L/B 11 Purmort Land
Nlessen, Walter k Map 289-21.3 58,208.08 S196.96
Dorothy Land Rand Pond Rd.
Nightingale / Beyerle Hap 282-28.2 538, 2ee.ee S917.56
Karen Building Only
Nllsen, Arne R. i Hap 281-30 333,050.88 S7i, 3ee.ee 52,506.49
Ethel N. Homeplace Rt 31
Nlro, Antlnlo Hap 486-1
Land off Hountaln Rd.
$19,950.00 5479.20
Nordstrom, Jospeh A. Map 289-53
Cottage I> Land Rand Pond
$93,980.00 sis, 3ee.ee 52,695.04
Noyes, Lorraine G. Hap 289-24 Lot 18A
Cottage R4P Rand Pond
$44,000.00 53,958.80 51,151.76
North Woodlands Hap 488-1.2 Lot 5 5496,600.88 534,592.80 5830.90
North Woodlands Hap 411-18 575,858.88 51,872.88 544.97
Town lot
North Woodlands Map 488-2 S75.500.00 54,088.00 50.00 593.00
N/S Washington Town Line
Nye, George P. k Hap 412-3 $30,658.08 531,700.00 SI, 497. 65
Isabel! House/Barn Province Rd.
O'Clair, Douglas J. Hap 285-7 S3B, 858.88 588, 150.ee 53,031.32
Ann Homeplace Cross Rd.
O'Clair, Douglas J. Hap 28B-27 4 $48,980.08 578,200.00 S2.B60.78
Ann Hillstr"^ Structures
O'Connor, Evelyn T. Hap 289-49
Homeplace Lot 4 HIP
$97,250.00 533,800.00 52,667.42
Oleson, Frederick B. k Hap 289-18.5 $22,600.88 S3, 258. 00 5628.92
Charlotte Cottage Brook Rd.
Ollphant, Helvaln k Hap 281-26 $15,658.08 $2, 900.ee 5445.57
Charlotte Shed Lot on Cross Rd.
Orlando, Vlncenza Map 484-12
HouBe Province Rd.
S49.48e.ee 566,050.00 52,773.11
Osgood, Michael W. k Map 283-22.22 548,250.00 $85,050.00 $3,281.87
Joan Homeplace Lot 2 Rt. 18
Osgood, Michael W. 4 Hap 289-99 $49,958.00 $1,199.38
Joan Land Brook Rd.
O'Sulllvan, Dennis J. Jr. Map 283-28
Homeplace Rt 18
$23,900.00 S62.300.00 $2,876.52
Page, Romeo k Paulette Nap 281-6
Hobllehome Ballpark Rd.
$34,900.00 516,450.00 $1,233.43
Palter, Richard 0. Jr. 1 Hap 481-2.4 $46,050.00 538,000.00 S2.018.88
Kandra Homeplace Lemp Coach Rd.
Paraalee, Dennis F. 4 Hap 281-38 $36, 55e.ee 545,550.00 51,972.84
Janls S. Homeplace Rt 31
Pasquale, B. Hap 287-9
House/Land Cross Rd.
$39,665.00 588, 800.60 53,085.73
Pavlik, David J. k Hap 411-1 $51, 4ee.ee $72,850.00 52,984.49
Phyllis C. Homeplace Province Rd.
Pearson, Charles P. k Map 284-39 $32, iee.ee 525, ese.ee 51,372.74
Cote, Ellen Ex. Homeplace Rt 10
Pelkey, Leon S> Mable Hap 289-63
Cottage/Lot Rand Pond
592,858.88 si3, 65e.ee 52,538.91
Pelletier, Allan J. Hap 285-12A
Hobllehome Cross Rd.
521,200.00 5589.22
Pelletler, Irene Map 205-12
Homeplace Cross Rd.
537.558.ee $40,800.00 51,881.97
Pellltler, Patricia Hap 285-12.2




Peterson, Daniel P. I
Klnlry-Peter8on





Peterson, Kayne I. t
Nancy H.
Petrov, Paval V. I
Hancy J.
Phetteplace, Everett i.




Pike, John G. Ill t
Alan R. I David E.
Pike, John G. Ill i
Alan R. i David E.
Pike, John G. Ill 1
Alan R. I David E.





Powers, Thoias B. I
Cariella
Powers, Thoias B. t
Cariella













Powers, Kllllaa R. Ill t
Sarah
Raltto, Jeffery A.




Retter, Alan G. I
Rrlsten












Lot 8A HiP Rand Pond
Hap 289-43 i 42.1
Cottage Lot 9118 MP
Hap 411-19







































Land/Bulldlng E/S Rt 18
Hap 411-4








Hap 298-28.2 Lot 1
Homeplace Brook Rd.
Hap 492-33 Lot 3
Eastman SD Leip Coach Rd
Hap 299-58
Cottage Lot 516 Rand Pon
Hap 487-3


















































































































Rogers, Narren E. Jr.
Rollins, Xynne




Rousseau, Alfred ti. t
Ada B.
Russell, Ruth A. i
George E.
Russell, Ruth A. Si
George E.
Ryan, Thonas F. fc
Janet R.
Sagalyn, Janes M. i
Raphael, Ann




















Schlerloh, Derek H. k
Karlanne
Schneider, Hark tf. k
Virginia
Schoenfeldt, Joy H.
Sciment, David F. k
Darlene J.
Scranton, John H. k
Lillian









Honeplace E/S Rt 18
Hap 282-7
Anastos Land E/S Rt 18
Hap 262-23




Land N/S Brook Rd.
Hap 412-28


















Sawayer Lot Rt 31
Map 286-4 Lot 2
Honeplace Cross Rd.
Hap 282-26






Honeplace Leip Coach Rd.
Hap 481-12









Hap 401-23 Lot 1
N/S Lenpster Coach Rd.
Hap 410-13
















































































































Scranton, John B. »
Lillian
Scranton, John H. i
Lillian
Scranton, John fi. t
Lillian
Scranton, John B. i>
Lillian
Scranton, John B. i
Lillian
Shepard, Hadellne T.
Shepard, Ricky I Nancy
Sheraan, Thoias H. i
Marilyn
Shields, Patricia














Silth, Fredrlc i Christine
half w Silth, Barold
Silth, Barold I Ethel
half v Silth, Fredrlc
Silth, Robert C.





Stairs, Anthony R. k
Nary Ann
Standwood, Roy E.




Stephan, David K. k
Patricia
Stevens, Kerry A. 4
Deborah L.
Stevens, Kerry A. t
Deborah L.
Stevens, Kerry A. i>
Deborah L.
Stevens, William H. t
Madeline L.









Land Only Brook Rd.
Hap 285-14.1










Boieplace Lotl Center Rd
Hap 484-3




Boieplace E/S Brook Rd.
Hap 412-14
L/O H/S Brook Rd.
Hap 412-24





Hap 269-31 Lot 19
BtP Rand Pond Rd.
Hap 289-31 Lot 19
HfeP Rand Pond Rd.
Hap 295-17 Brook Rd.
Gunnlson/Sholes Lot








Hap 289-76 Lot 18














Land Only Center Rd.
Hap 286-17




























































































Stevens, Wllllan H. I
Kadellne L.
Stevens, HilLUm S. k
Deborah E.
Straw, Robert A. 6
Muriel N.
Straw, Robert A. It
Muriel N.
Suarez, Richard L. 1
Tony C.
Sugar River Savings Bank
Sugar River Savings Bank
Sugar River Savings Bank
Sugar River Savings Bank
Sugar River Savings Bank
Tarvares, George P.
Tenney, John k Jean
lerwllllger, Gordon
Terwllllger, Gordon
Therlault, Marcel k Hilda




Iruell, Michael J. I
Joanne
Iruell, Elroy 4 Tammy
Turner, Nary
half w Apholt h Locke
Turner, Mary
half w Apholt 6 Locke
Turner, Mary
half w Apholt k Locke
Vltale, Henry f. k Connie
Halker, Todd I
Chlaradonna, Mary
Halter, Janes P. k
Mary C.







Kentworth, Donald R. «
Pauline
Hetmore, Kalter k Daisy
Ketmore, Kalter It Daisy
Hap 297-16 318,238
Land Only Brickyard Rd.
Hap 206-19 532, 450
Homeplace Brickyard Rd,
Map 289-45 Lot 7 $88,958
Homeplace HtP Rand Pond








Hap 269-75 k 289-68
Value of Land in Lots 18 k 17
Hap 412 Lot 22.2 48 $43,158
Former Jerome Gary Land
Hap 412 Lot 22.1 $175,858








NK/S Rand Pond Rd.
Hap 289-98 $58,588
Cottage Lot 9 Bonny Ac.
Hap 289-116 $39,788










Lot 28 Cottage Dubois
Hap 289-18 $13,618





















Hap 289-44 Lot 8 $113,888
































































White, Edwin F. I
Jean L.
White, Richard A. t
Beverly S.




Wilcox, Bruce A. I Lorl













Wlshart, Alfred W. Jr. i
quarter w Wylie
Wood, Frederic 0. Jr 4
Doris E.
Wood, Frederic 0. Jr I
Doris E.
Wood, Frederic 0. III. 4
Stacy





Wright, Ralph k Viola



































Land E/S Cross Rd.
Hap 285-1
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THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the inhabitants of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District, in the
towns of Goshen and Lempster, in the county of Sullivan, in the State of New
Hampshire, qualified to vote in District affairs:
You arc hereby notified to meet at the Goshen-Lempslcr Cooperative School
Gymnasium in Lempster, on the 19th day of March, 1994, at seven o'clock P.M. to
act upon the articles set forth in the Warrant. Articles I, 2, and 3 of the Warrant
covering the election of Moderator, Member of the School Board from Lempster,
and Auditor will be acted upon at three o'clock P.M., and voting will be by official
ballot and Checklist. The polls will remain open for this purpose from three
o'clock P.M. until at least seven-thirty o'clock P.M.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a Moderator for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Lempster for the ensuing five
years.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
ARTICLE 5.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of O N E
MILLION SEVEN HUNDRED NINETY NINE THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED FIFTY-
FOUR DOLLARS ($1,799,554) as recommended by the school board, for the
support of schools, for the payment of salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to
authorize the application against said appropriation of available income
estimated at THREE HUNDRED TWENTY THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND THIRTY SIX
DOLLARS ($320,536). (The School Board recommends this appropriation.)
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the school district will vote to have the supervisors of the Towns of
Goshen and Lempster act as the supervisors of this cooperative school district
pursuant to RSA 671:17 I. (The School Board recommends this article.)
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ARTICLE 7.
To see if the district will authorize the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action of the School District meeting, money from any
source that becomes available during the year, as outlined in RSA 198:20-b,
provided that (1) such money is used for legal purposes for which a school district
may appropriate money, (2) the school board holds a public hearing on the
expenditure of such money before it is expended, and (3) the expenditure of such
money does not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
ARTICLE 8.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting.

















GOSHEN/LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL DISTRICT
PROPOSED 11UDGET 1994 - 1995
91-92 91-92 92-93 92-93 93-94 94-95
DESCRIPTION BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT BUDGET PROPOSED
INSTRUCTION
Salary-Teachers 230,743 233,336 233,720 239.421 247.220 283.970
Salary-Aides 3,608 3.738 3,680 3.910
Salary-Subslilulcs 5,000 5,618 7,000 8,004 7.000 8.000
Health Insurance 38,634 37,206 39,577 28.495 37.621 37.961
Denial Insurance 3,977
Worker's Compensation 1.813 2.087 1,525 2,698 3,306 3.461
Retirement 3,812 3,909 4,581 4.804 4.690 6.989
Social Security 18.034 18.279 18,765 19.167 19,729 22.635
Unemployment Comp. 6,500 9,091 4,000 1,211 4.000 2.000
Contracted Services 1,680 2.111 2,252 2,412
Repairs to Equipment 1.500 42 1,000 750
High School Tuition 437,900 435,154 449,245 430,545 507.575 520,164
Supplies & Books+ Art/mus 14,305 11.769 18,319 17,332 22,700 21,700
Textbooks 5,000 5.975 2,300 681
New Equipment 1,077 689
TOTAL INSTRUCTION 756,741 756,449 788,520 763,543 864.150 919,299
SPECIAL EDUCATION
Salary-Teacher
Salary - EH Teacher
Salary-Aide

















24,430 19,500 20,550 19,500 19.500 19.500
26.100 26, 1 00
38,043 48.824 61,765 47.422
18.986 19.311
4,422 5.338 5.824 3.795 6,223 11.658
987
421 1.313
386 300 1,194 1.618 2.154 1,972
1,051 1.232




35,358 30.293 37,500 62,800
153.828 171,045 147,700 205,311 139,020 123,100
35,308 31.059 35.308 33,205 27,065 31,420
787 1.500 1.500
188 9 600 697 800 1,300
240,931 253,754 288,301 349.257 351.756 358,194
500 702 500 500
500 702 500 500
83
yi-92 91-92 92-93 92-93 93-94 94-95
DESCRIPTION BUDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT BUDGET PROPOSED
HEALTH SERVICES .
Salary-Nurse 3,700 3,700 3,700 3,811
Workers Compensation 19 28 36 44
Social Security 287 283 283 292
Travel
Supplies & Materials 550 282 474 480 474 475
TOTAL HEALTH SERVICES 550 282 4,480 4.491 4,493 4,622
SUPPORT SERVICES
Tuition Reimbursement 4,000 1,237 4,000 2,446 4,000 3,500
Conferences 500
TOTAL SUPPORT SERVICES 4,000 1,237 4,000 2,446 4.000 4,000
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA SERVICE
Salary-Librarian 11,970 11.196 1 1 .970 12.329
Workers Compensation 60 93 117 144
Retirement 336 317 339 382
Social Security 916 857 916 944
Supplies & Materials 7,130 7,003 500 500
Books 3.700 3.700
New Equipment 492
TOTAL MEDIA SERVICES 20,412 19.466 17,542 18.491
BOARD OF EDUCATION
Salary-School Board 1,050 1.050 1,050 1 ,050 1,050 1.050
Salary-Treasurer 325 325 325 325 425 425
Salary-Clerk 450 25 450 350 350
Salary-Moderator 50 50 50 50 50 50
Salary-Ballot Clerk 150 100 150 200 150 250
Salary-Auditor 100 1.350 1,350 1.350 1.350
Truant Officer 100 100 100 100 100
Census 300 477
Legal Fees 500 1,000 883 1,000 1,500
Insurance Treasurer's Bond 100 76 150 116 575 575
Advertising 584 500 575 700 500
Supplies & Materials 1,500 364 1,000 389 500 500
Dues & Fees 2,332
SAU #43 Allocation 36.914 35,828 36,967 36,967 39,923 41,569
TOTAL BOARD OF EDUCATION 41,539 38,979 43,092 41.905 46.173 50.551
OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL
Salary-Principal 41,650 41,650 41,650 41,650 41,650 20.825
Salary-Secretary 8,313 8,832 8,313 8,361 8.313 9.451
Health Insurance 6,166 5,862 5,824 3,795 6,223 2.914
Dental Insurance 247
Workers Compensation 320 282 252 389 487 354
Retirement 909 857 1,050 1,065 1.064 688
Social Security 4,025 3,861 3,842 3,826 3,822 2.316
Repairs to Equipment 2,070 1,990
84
DESCRIPTION
91-92 91-92 92-93 92-93 93-94 94-95
UDGET SPENT BUDGET SPENT BUDGET PROPOSED
OFFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL CONTINUED
Telephone 1 ,800 1.617 1,800 1.878 1.700 1.700
Supplies 200 259 1.500 657 1 .500 1.000
Graduation 100 154 150 150
Replacement of Equipment 1.000 1 .000
Professional Development 350 345 350 350
TOTAL OFFICE OF PRINCIPAL 65.453 65,210 65,681 63.120 65.259 39.995
OPERATION & MA1NT OF PLAN
Salary-Custodians 18.117 20.136 20.935 21.620 20.935 21.940
Workers Compensation 1 .020 763 787 1.151 1.377 1.732
Retirement 455 340 410 423 412 474
Social Security 1 .385 1,541 1,601 1 .654 1.601 1 .678
Contracted Services 1 ,340 1 .698 2.826 2.826
Snow Removal 2.500 2.400 1.500 2.775 1.500 2.500
Repairs to Equipment 600 693 600 900
Repairs to Buildings 1,811 400 220 600 600
Tclcphonc-Firc Line 150 30 150 4 75 75
Insurance 6.116 3,599 7,589 6.497 5.788 4.918
Supplies & Materials 5.000 5.393 10,000 9.879 9.000 9.000
Electricity 10.000 11.635 13,000 18.809 14,500 16,500
Fuel - Oil/Gas 18.000 14.967 17.000 15,081 16,000 16,480
New Equipment 1.690 300
Replacement of Equip. 1 .300 548







48,000 48,000 49,440 52,632 50.923 52.451
1,200 1,037 2.000 2.000
3,500 3,664 3.500 3,630 3,500 3,500
51.500 51.664 54.140 57,299 56.423 57.951








164,254 164,254 164,254 164,254 160,000 160.000
81,372 83,108 71,496 72,018 62,110 50,980
245,626 247.362 235,750 236.272 222.110 210.980
1,469,083 1,477,552 1,581,188 1,620,005 1.711.610 1 ,746.054
42,000 41,917 46,000 44.984 47.000 48.000
5,300 5,300 3,732 3,732 4,500 5,500
























$97,426.00 $85,051.00 $7,241.00 $23,950.00
; 162,403.00 $176,385.00 $12,069.00 $39,923.00
ESTIMATED INCOME 1994-199:





Catastrophic Aid (Special Ed)














MINUTES OF THE ANNUAL MEETING
OF THE GOSHEN-LEMPSTER SCHOOL DISTRICT
March 6, 1993
THE POLLS WERE OPENED AT 3:00 P.M. FOR THE PURPOSE OF VOTING ON ARTICLES
1, 2 AND 3.
The business mccliag was recessed until 7:30 p.m. by Moderator John Williams.
The meeting was called to order at 7:30 p.m. by he moderator. All board
members were present along with Superintendent Anne Segal, Assistant
Superintendent Arthur Jillcttc and Business Administrator Alan Damrcn.
ARTICLE 1.
To choose a moderator for the ensuing year.
John Williams was elected Moderator for a one year term by 135 votes. Other
votes cast were as follows: Dave Fisher, Ted LcClair and Michael Shklar - 1 each.
ARTICLE 2.
To choose a member of the school board from Goshen for the ensuing five years.
Fred Smith was elected for the 5 year term with 79 voles. Other votes cast were as
follows: Jim Leland-7; Mary Walter-4; Ted LeClair-3; Ruth LeClair-2; John Hopkins
2; and Beth Cooper, ? Smith, Phil Smith, Robert Olds, Henrietta Hodgman, Nick
Scalcra, Kandra Palmer, Brian Wright, Debbie Wirkkala, J. Warburton,
D. Scimcmi, Bill Hughes, Kim Gaddcs, Ernie Dennis, Jr., Lillian Scranton, Jim
Moul, Kim Lamcry, John Scranton and Marianne Dennis- 1 each.
ARTICLE 3.
To choose an auditor for the ensuing year.
Donald Allen was elected Auditor with 36 votes. Other votes cast were as follows:
Barbara Chadwick-7; Rcnda Jo Elmorc-4; D. Cady-2; Ann O'Clair-2; and Edna
Chandler, Susan Hopkins, Wanda Ash, Elaine Bevilacqua, Ken Roberts, Arthur
Jillcttc, Jon Allen, Fred Smith and Peter Hill- 1 each.
ARTICLE 4.
To hear reports of agents, auditors, committees, or officers chosen, and pass any
vote relating thereto.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY TIM JACOB. ARTICLE
PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 5.
To sec if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of ONE MILLION
SEVEN HUNDRED AND ELEVEN THOUSAND SDC HUNDRED AND TEN DOLLARS
($1,711,610) as recommended by the school board, for the support of the schools,
for the payment of salaries of school district officials and agents, and for the
payment of statutory obligations of the district, and to authorize the application
against said appropriation of available income estimated at TWO HUNDRED
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TWENTY TWO THOUSAND FIVE HUNDRED AND THIRTY THREE DOLLARS
($222,533).
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY DORIS ADLER. After a an
explanation of the budget by Doris Adler and some discussion from the voters,
THE BUDGET WAS PASSED AS PRESENTED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 6.
To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY FIVE
THOUSAND THREE HUNDRED THIRTY-ONE DOLLARS ($35,331) as a deficit
appropriation to the 1992-93 budget for the purpose of meeting the unexpected
costs of special education.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY DORIS ADLER. THE
MOTION PASSED BY A HAND VOTE OF 79 YES AND 63 NO.
ARTICLE 7.
To sec if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of THIRTY-TWO
THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY DOLLARS ($32,120) for the support of an
additional teacher to teach grades six and seven.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY PAUL BARRETT. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 8.
To sec if the district will vole to raise and appropriate the sum of SIXTEEN
THOUSAND DOLLARS ($16,500) for the support of a half-time Physical Education
Teacher and associated supplies and materials.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY MARY WALTERS. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 9.
To sec if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of TWELVE
THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND SEVENTY ($12,770) for the support of an
additional half-time kindergarten teacher in the event of increased enrollment.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY MARY WALTERS. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 10.
To sec if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FOUR
THOUSAND SEVENTEEN DOLLARS ($4,017) to support an additional day of health
services to be provided by the school nurse.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY GREG LITCHFIELD. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 11.
To sec if the district will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of FIVE THOUSAND
FIVE HUNDRED AND SIXTY-NINE DOLLARS ($5,569) for the support of a half-time
teaching assistant.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY PAUL BARRETT. THE
ARTICLE WAS DEFEATED BY A VOICE VOTE.
ARTICLE 12.
To sec if the district will authorize the school board to apply for, accept and
expend, without further action of the School District meeting, money from any
source that becomes available during the year, as outlined is RSA 198:20-b,
provided that (1) such money is used for legal purposes for which a school district
may appropriate money, (2) the school board holds a public hearing on the
expenditure of such money before it is expended, and (3) the expenditure of such
money does not require the expenditure of other school district funds.
MOTION MADE BY MICHAEL SHKLAR AND SECONDED BY JOHN MICHAELS. THE
ARTICLE PASSED UNANIMOUSLY.
ARTICLE 13.
To transact any other business that may legally come before this meeting. Given
under our hands this 2nd day of February, 1993.
MARY WALTER MADE A MOTION TO SEE IF THE DISTRICT WILL ALLOW A 501-3C
GROUP TO RUN A BINGO OR SIMILAR TYPE PROGRAM TO BENEFIT ADDITIONAL
PROGRAMS FOR THE SCHOOL (I.E. ART, MUSIC, PHYSICAL EDUCATION). KIM
GADDES SECONDED THE MOTION. THE MOTION CARRIED WITH A HAND VOTE OF
72 YES TO 42 NO.
School Board Member Doris Adlcr thanked the Budget Advisory Committee for
their help in preparing the budget. The members of the committee were Tim
Jacob, Derrick Rultcr, and David Kccler.
Doris Adlcr thanked Anne Segal for her service to the district and noted that this
is Mrs. Segal's last year as superintendent.
Joy Jacobsen thanked Doris Adlcr for her clear presentation of the budget.
The polls were closed at 9:35 p.m.
MOTION MADE BY MARY WALTERS AND SECONDED BY SEVERAL CITIZENS TO
ADJOURN THE MEETING. VOTE TO ADJOURN WAS UNANIMOUS. MODERATOR





REPORT OF THE SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To Ihe Citizens of the Towns of Goshen and Lempstcr:
The 1994-95 school year will be most challenging at the Goshcn-Lempstcr School
District. As education has become a national priority it is also true that the state
has not come up with a realistic formula for funding all of the necessary
instructional programs. We must continue to lobby our legislators to solve the
problems of funding education in the future.
Your school district has received Slate Education Department waivers for art,
music and physical education for several years. However, these waivers end in
June 1994 and in other to remain in compliance with Stale Education
requirements the district must provide these programs next year.
The building learn, comprised of teachers, Ihe principal, community residents and
business people, will continue Lo review and define curriculum for the
kindergarten through grade cighl program.
A principal/teacher committee arc developing a new evaluation system for all
teachers. This new evaluation system will be implemented in September or 1994.
Thank you for your continued support of the school district. If you have any





REPORT OF THE ASSISTANT SUPERINTENDENT
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District
All things considered, this has been a good year for the Special Education programs in the
Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School District. Over the past few years, we have attempted
to bring back as many students as possible from out of district placements, and build
program capability with the school district to meet the needs of students. The school now
has in place, the ability to respond to the special education needs of most students with in-
district resources.
A Resource Room under the capable direction of Mrs. Janice Beilevance, provides in-class
and out-of-class remedial instruction to students with mild to moderate educational
disabilities. A special program for students with emotional problems is provided by Mr.
Allen Abendroth. A SAU operated program for students with moderate to severe
disabilities is manned by Mrs. Helen Hodgeman. Many special needs students arc included
in regular classes to the maximum extent possible. In addition, some students are
supported in regular classes with the use of individual aides. People employed by the SAU
provide Speech Pathology, School Psychology, Occupational Therapy, Psychiatric Counseling,
and Physical Therapy services on a part-time basis as required. Taken all together, these
programs and services allow us to meet the educational needs of disabled students in a
manner that meets Federal and State Regulations and keeps the district "In Compliance"
and out of trouble.
A Federal program called Chapter I., provides extra help in reading and math for students
who arc experiencing some difficulty in these skill areas. The program is staffed by a
teacher and aide, and pulls out students for small group and individual tutorial help.
Residents of the Goshen-Lempster School District have many reasons to be proud of "their"
school. Many larger schools spending many more dollars per student are unable to
duplicate the home-like atmosphere and involvement of the students in the learning
process to the extent it happens here. Teachers really concern themselves with student
progress. In the upper level, teachers build curriculum themes across subject matters so
that students use all their knowledge to solve problems. Students do well at high schools
when they graduate from the Goshen Lempster Cooperative School. You obtain good value
for your investment in your children's education!
Respectfully submitted,
Arthur G. Jillette, Jr.




The Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School was the site of
many events during the past year as a result of the
incredible efforts of staff members and citizen volunteers.
These people, keenly aware of the need for diversification
in the students' school wide curriculum, continually strive
to provide student activities that tend to round out the
school experience for the children of the community.
Volunteers, staff members and students were involved in
a multitude of projects during 1993. Some of the student
activities and school events of the past year were:
January
The Winter Activity Program, conducted by
Ms. Susan Martin, began with a unit on gymnastics. Each
class was scheduled for two sessions weekly as the program
continued into March with other activities such as
basketball, volleyball and physical awareness. The program
was the fruit of the fund raising and organizational efforts
of Ms. Kim Gaddes and Ms. Marianne Dennis working as Parents
for Positive Education (P.P.E.).
An intramural basketball program was formed through the
volunteer efforts of Mr. Phillip Tirrell and
Ms. Barbara Chadwick. There were many hours of after school
practice sessions and games.
State Trooper Kim O'Brien began the drug awareness
project, D.A.R.E., with grades 2, 4 and 6. Trooper O'Brien's
lessons focused on self concept training.
February
The Goshen-Lempster International Winter Fest, a brain
child of Ms. Maxfield and Ms. Parsons, was held from the
Eighth through the Eleventh of February. Each class,
representing a different country, began the week of
activities with a snow sculpture contest. On the following
day, each class, with students dressed in the attire of
their country, participated in an International Parade in
the gym. The festival continued with an "Egg-Sled" Race in
the school yard. The week culminated with a presentation on
Norway by International Four-H Youth Exchange student
Kim Scamman.
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As part of a health grant, Kerri Rochford, representing
Woman's Supportive Services, held group counseling sessions
with the Eighth Grade Class. The topics discussed were
those that naturally, arise for young adolescents (sexuality,
substance abuse and peer pressure).
Also as part of the health grant, Ms. Esther Tardy,
Director of the Lake Sunapee Area Mediation Program, held
after school work sessions for staff members. These were
follow-up sessions on our previous year's Conflict
Resolution project. Ms. Tardy also spent in class time




The Goshen-Lempster School had four teams of students
that participated in the Odyssey of the Mind competition at
Merrimack High School. The parent coaches and the teams'
presentations were: Earl Decoteau (Fables and Folk Tales),
Heather Downey and Cathy Gagnon (Dinosaurs), Beth Cooper
(Well Balanced Diet), and Marilyn Sherman and Ted LeClair
(Pit-Stop Vehicle)
.
Dudley Laughman, Fiddler and Country Dance Master,
presented an evening of folk dancing for students and
parents in the school cafeteria. The dance was a
culminating experience of lessons that Mr. Laughman had
conducted with each class. Refreshments, provided by the
Goshen-Lempster Educational Association, were sold to raise
money for college scholarships for Goshen-Lempster alumni.
The dance activity was funded by the P.T.C..
Ian LeClair, eighth grade student, gualified to
participate at the state level of the National Geography
Bee.
April
The Student Activity Committee planned a week of
school wide activities in celebration of Earth Day. The
week began with Pledge Day, where each class posted a pledge
for the environment. The celebration continued with Poster
Day, during which each class designed a poster with an
environmental message. The following day was T-Shirt 'Day
;
everyone wore a shirt which reflected environmental
consciousness. On Earth Day, each class placed their
drawing of their assigned portion of the "Nash-A-Way"
(Nashua) River on the gymnasium wall. Each contribution
portrayed a section of a spectacular display of the river
portrayed in A River Ran Wild by Lynn Cherry. Grades one
through three performed the song I Need the Earth, and the
Earth Needs Me (led by Ms. Maxfield), and Seventh and
Eighth Grade students read the text of Lynn Cherry's book
for the school audience.
Ms. Parson's Third Grade students performed the play
The Pricess and the Prime Minister for their parents in





Mr. Ekstrom organized Star Lab, a Montshire Museum
Outreach project sponsored by the P.T.C., to come into the
school. Star Lab was a portable planetarium which brought
stars, planets and galaxies to life for the students.
Sixth Grade students received certificates of
completion presented by Trooper O'Brien at their D.A.R.E.
graduation. Jillian Ash received a special medal for her
D.A.R.E. essay. Fifth and Sixth grade student from the
Unity School joined our students for the graduation
exercise
.
The Science Fair was held on the evening of May 27.
Cash prizes (compliments of the P.T.C.) and certificates
were presented to students with outstanding projects in
three categories. Those awards went to:
Grades 1 , 2 & 3
1st: Keith McCrossin Solar System
2nd: Emily Roberts Constellations
Robby & Mathew Blackwood Insects
3rd: Warren Ash Baby Chicks




Grades 4, 5 & 6
Ian Faulkner Gerbil Maze
Mike Sherman The Brain
Julie Young Solar System
Hon. Men. : Betsy Edes Electric Cells
Grades 7 & 8
1st: Ian LeClair & Kent Stetson Water Purification
& Distillation
2nd: Alicia Koscielniak & Kristie Pockett
Miracle of Life
3rd: Melodie Farrar & Marie Longtin . .Mice
Ms. Maxfield's Third Grade students and parents provided a
spaghetti dinner, their Second Annual Cheap Night Out, prior
to the Science Fair.
June
Ms. Brewer was selected by the National Geographic
Society as one of two educators in New Hampshire to travel




Eighth Grade graduation, held on the evening of
June 15, was opened with an essay by Ms. Fran Jacobsen
.
Parents and guests were welcomed by Class Salutatorian
Kent Stetson, and the Class History was delivered by Co-Third
Honors students Daniel Sherman and Miles Stetson. A farewell
speech on behalf of the graduating class was delivered by
the Class Valedictorian Ian LeClair. Awards were presented
by Ms. Brewer, Mr. Davidson and Mr. Bonfiglio, and diplomas
were issued by School Board Chairman John Hopkins. The
Goshen-Lempster Education Association presented college
scholarships to alumni students Christy Hurd, Corey Caron,
and Lauren Winterholer. Following the ceremony, the P.T.C.
held a reception for the graduates.
On the last day of school, an Awards Assembly was held
to honor students and volunteers. Students received
recognition for attainment in studies, sports and
citizenship. Susan Scalera, President of the
Parent-Teachers Club, presented awards to a considerable
number of parents and citizens who volunteered services to
the school during the 1992 - 93 school year.
September
The first day of the new school year began with an
opening assembly for staff and students, kicking off the
year with the theme "Be Positive, and You Will Learn" (a
continuation of last year's theme "Accentuate the
Positive" )
.
New faces among the staff were: Mr. Allen Abendroth
(head of the newly formed Emotional Handicap, EH, program);
Ms. Kathy Temple and Ms. Mona Faulkner (EH assistants);
Nurse Kathleen Shinners (replacing Ms. Patti Koscielniak as
School Nurse); Ms. Susan Martin (teacher assistant); and
Mr. Jack Vaughan (1/3 math teacher, grades 7 & 8 , and 2/3
teacher assistant).
The New Hampshire State Council on the Arts announced
the award of a $500.00 grant to the school for an Artist in
Residence program. The project, a week of sculpturing
activities with students, was designed by teachers
Sandra Lord and Nancy Rickard and parents Annette Howard and
Susan Scalera. The Artist is scheduled to work with
students during the first week of March.
The P.T.C. held its first meeting on the evening of
September 15. Featured at the meeting was
Esther Tardy-Wolfe, Executive Director of the Lake Sunapee
Area Mediation Program. The presentation, "Home Based
Conflict Resolution", consisted of parents interacting with
Ms. Tardy-Wolfe and with each other on practical approaches
to dealing with conflict in the home.
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October
Under the direction and inspiration of our new
Superintendent, Liz Durocher, a School Based Management Team
(commonly referred to as the Site Team) formed. The team,
composed of citizens and staff members, proceeded to meet
bi-weekly in an effort to direct change that will shape the
future of the Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School. Members
of the team are: Mr. John Bonfiglio, Ms. Judy Brenner,
Mr. Ernest Dennis, Ms. Heather Downey, Mr. Conrad Ekstrom,
Ms. Ruth LeClair, Mr. James Leland, Ms. Shirley Leland,
Ms. Sandra Lord, Ms. Mary Maxfield, Ms. Cheryl McGinnis,
Ms. Sharon Parsons, and Mr. Harrison Stover.
Mr. Edward "Ted" LeClair serves as a liaison between the
Goshen-Lempster and Sunapee teams.
Wee Deliver, an in school mailing program promoted by
the U.S. Postal Service, began under the organizational
efforts of Ms. Rickard. Each wing was named as a town; each
classroom was named as a street; and each student received
a number as a residence. Students filled out applications
for postal service jobs, and letters were able to be sent
from student to student using "postage" and proper codes.
The entire student body participated in the Parents for
Positive Education Walk-A-Thon to raise money for the P.P.E.
Physical Activity Program to be conducted later in the
school year.
During Fire Prevention Week, a Fire Safety Program was
organized and presented by the Lempster Fire Department.
Students in the Upper-Level Team and the Mid-Level Team
received a presentation on fire extinguishers. Students in
the Primary Team were instructed on procedures to be
followed in case of a fire; they also witnessed a
demonstration of what a firefighter looks like in full gear.
The firefighters involved in the presentations were:
Chief Phillip Tirrell, P.J. Tirrell, Ken LaQuire,
Barbara Chadwick, Todd Gregory, Greg Litchfield, and
Dave Loring.
Ms. Brewer's Eighth Grade Social Studies Class
participated in a project referred to as the California
Gold-Rush Lunch. The students created an authentic menu
(16 courses including venison, rice pudding, corn bread,
etc.) from the time period. Under the direction of
Ms. Rachel Tirrell and Ms. Henrietta Hodgman, the students
prepared a "Gold-Rush Lunch" for themselves.
November
This was a time of creating crafts for the upcoming
Craft Fair. Each classroom was a site of ongoing student
craft projects which, when sold at the Fair, would bring in
money to sponsor various classroom activities (trips, etc.).
Teachers and parents combined their efforts to provide ideas
and materials for the production of crafts. Parent
volunteers, Annette Howard, Susan Scalera, Rachel Tirrell and
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Henrietta Hodgman, conducted after school craft work
sessions for Eighth Grade students.
On Sunday, November 21, the fourth annual Christmas
Crafts Fair brought shoppers to the school to purchase
professional crafts in the gymnasium and student made crafts
in the lunchroom. An enormous amount of time and effort
on behalf of the P.T.C., parents , and staff went into the
planning and set-up of the Fair. Ms. Wynne Rollins
volunteered to organized the food concession which offered
delicious food to the patrons and brought in a considerable
amount of money to the P.T.C. fund raising effort. Santa
(Assistant Superintendent Jillette) and Mrs. Claus
(Ms. Nancy Rickard), were present to visit with youngsters
and to have pictures taken by Superintendent Liz Durocher.
Ms. Wells' sixth grade class traveled to the Lebanon
Opera House to see the play Robin Hood . This trip was
funded by money raised from selling the students' crafts at
the Craft Fair.
The Third Grade Classes of Ms. Parsons and Ms.
Maxfield and the Eighth Grade Class of Ms. Brewer traveled
along the Sugar River from Lake Sunapee to the Connecticut
River. The third and eighth grade students worked in
cooperative groups to make observations and take water
samples at several locations. The study of the Sugar River
included a presentation by Mr. Bob Collins, an authority on
the history of the river.
December
Grades One and Two traveled to the Lebanon Opera House
to see the play Babes in Toyland . This trip was also
funded in part by money raised at the Crafts Fair.
Grades Four, Five and Six conducted a historical tour
of the town of Lempster. Ms. Rachel Tirrell served as the
tour guide, narrating as they came upon important sites.
Some of the sites that were pointed out were Bingham
Mansion, the Tannery, the location from where the Town Hall
had been moved, four old one room school houses, and the
town animal pound. A tour of the town of Goshen is being
planned for the Spring. In the words of Ms. Lord, "There
was so much local historical information that you simply
couldn't get from a book".
Ms. LeClair and students in Grades Six through Eight
spent many afternoons after school rehearsing and setting-up
for the play Laffinq Room Only . The two act farce-comedy
was presented to members of the community on the evenings of
December 16 and 17. Students and faculty viewed the play
during school on the afternoon of December 20. Parent
volunteers who assisted Ms. LeClair were Ms. Lori Earthrowl,
Ms. Mary Walter, Ms. Rachel Tirrell, Ms. Sue Scalera,
Ms. Jane Skeie, and Mr. Ted LeClair.
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It should be noted that the success of school events
is directly attributable to two primary factors: 1.) the
many volunteers who unselfishly give their time, materials
and talent, and 2.) to the zest and zeal of an intensely
dedicated staff. The teaching staff should be applauded for
their measure of professionalism in being able to rise above
their disappointment of the defeat of their negotiated
agreement on December 4. Despite the event, they spent
many additional hours (week ends and evenings) planning for
the six week Winter Activity program that would begin in
January
.
We are in our third year of operation without the
formal- curricula offerings of Physical Education, Music and
Art. These experiences continue to be missed by students,
parents and staff; this was particularly evident with the
introduction of the P.P.E.'s Activity Program last January.
It was noted that, during the time of the Activity Program,
problems with student discipline decreased. Meanwhile,
the P.T.C. (under the direction of President Sue Scalers,
Vice President Jane Skeie, Secretary Marianne Dennis and
Treasurer Chris Smith); the P.P.E. (under the direction of
Kim Gaddes and Marrianne Dennis); parent and citizen
volunteers; and an enthusiastic staff continue their efforts
to pick-up the slack for the missing programs.
The Goshen-Lempster Cooperative School is involved in
an ongoing strive for continuous improvement. This report
is not large enough to note every activity and every person
making a contribution toward that strive. The effort is
surely a product of the partnership between school personnel
(teachers, classroom assistants and support staff) and the
citizens of Goshen and Lempster; we comprise a team with the
objective of ensuring a productive and fulfilling school
experience for the children of the community. With the
continued dedication of school staff and citizen volunteers,
the professional guidance of Superintendent Durocher '
s
office, and the articulate leadership of School Board
Chairperson Doris Adler and the Goshen-Lempster School
Board, we will continue to provide guality educational




GOSHEN LEMPSTER COOPERATIVE SCHOOL 1993-1994
YEARS IN
YEARS IN GOSHEN/
NAME POSITION COLLEGE DEGREE TEACHING LEMPSTER
John Bonfiglio Principal University of MA M.ED 18 18
Allen Abcndrolh Spec. Education Kccnc Stale College MA 7 1
Janis Bcllavancc Spec. Education Kcenc Stale College BS 12 3
Palricc Brewer Grade 7 & 8 Worcester Stale BS 11 7
Ralph Davidson Grade 7 & 8 U Southern Calif MA 27 2
Conrad Ekslrom Grade 5 Kccnc Stale College M.Ed 16 13
Sandra Lord Grade 4 Kccnc Slate College BS 7 7
Mary Maxficld Grade 3 & 4 Kccnc Stale College BA 5 5
Sharon Parsons Grade 3 Anna Maria College BA 7 3
Shcryl Pierce Grade 1 Univ. of Vermont BA 17 2
Ronald Purmorl Chapter 1 Plymouth BS 7 7
Nancy Rickard Grades 1 & 2 Kccnc State College BA 18.5 18.5
Frances Smith Kindergarten Kccnc Slate College BS 8 6
John Vaughan Math Kccnc Slate College BA 17 1
Daylc Wells Grade 6 Kccnc Slate College BS 8 5
Ronald Purmot Chapter I
Jean Chandler Chapter I
Todd Gregory Custodian
Charles Newton Custodian
Barbara Chadwick Spec. Education Aide
Jerri Bruno Spec. Education Aide
Robert Hartwcll Spec. Education Aide
Greg Litchfield Spec. Education Aide
Dorcnc Young Spec. Education Aide
Cheryl McGinnis Spec. Education Aide
Susan Martin Spec Ed/Instructional Aide
John Vaughan Spec Education Aide
Annette Howard Secretary
Ruth LcClair Library Aide
Henrietta Hodgman Cafeteria
Rachacl Tirrcll Food Service Manager
Kathleen Shinncr School Nurse
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PUPIL STATISTICS
School enrollment for ihc last 13 years on the opening day of school
Special Sub-
School Year K 12345678 Class Total Tuition Total
1981-82 16 21 19 14 22 16 14 9 11 142 56 198
1982-83 15 26 20 13 21 17 20 9 11 152 60 212
1983-84 17 13 11 25 19 12 35 16 9 157 61 218
1984-85 18 22 15 13 19 24 14 26 1 152 51 203
1985-86 21 20 21 22 16 21 24 14 159 61 220
1986-87 15 31 18 22 21 18 14 18 22 179 63 242
1987-88 20 29 26 23 23 23 20 15 20 199 66 265
1988-89 21 29 29 26 19 21 25 21 17 208 77 285
1989-90 29 20 23 30 25 24 24 24 21 220 73 293
1990-91 24 38 17 26 31 23 20 22 23 224 74 298
1991-92 21 37 20 13 29 31 24 21 23 219 65 284
1992-93 21 27 38 19 16 28 32 22 19 225 69 294
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Eighth Grade Graduating Class - June 15, 1993
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